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Conservative bros gotta stick together against those pesky mothers and grandmothers
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Fresh from introducing a bill to terminate the Environmental Protection Agency
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2017/02/15/1634007/-The-Environmental-Protection-
Agency-shall-terminate-on-December-31-2018), Congressman Matt Gaetz is headed
home to northern Florida during recess week. He plans to hold two town hall
constituent events, as is tradition during recess week. The local Democratic Women’s
Club is planning to attend his lunchtime visit to Grover T's BBQ for Gaetz's open forum.
(http://www.pnj.com/story/news/politics/2017/02/07/matt-gaetz-dissenters-welcome-
open-gaetz-day/97597994/) Gaetz says all are welcome, but he and his friends are
clearly trying to intimidate the constituents who just want an open dialogue with their
elected representative. Earlier in the week Gaetz tweeted this:
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Can't wait to see my #Bikers4Trump
(https://twitter.com/hashtag
/Bikers4Trump?src=hash) friends!!! https://t.co
/9MUTbL1z3f (https://t.co/9MUTbL1z3f)

Ã¢ÂÂ Matt Gaetz (@mattgaetz) February 14, 2017
(https://twitter.com/mattgaetz/status
/831311190257176576)

Guess he thinks those tough bikers are going to protect him from all the mothers and
grandmothers coming to have a word with him about the environment, civil rights, and
the Affordable Care Act. A Florida militia leader, Geoff Ross, put out a call that is clearly
meant to threaten and/or intimidate the women who may show up. From
the Huffington Post: (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/matt-gaetz-
protest_us_58a48f7de4b03df370dc7f51?8d50zfr)

“I need all patriots in attendance to protect Congressman Gaetz from
any potential disruption of his speech,” Geoff Ross, the purported
militia leader, wrote in a call-out on his private Facebook page.
“Concealed carry permit holders most welcome - don’t forget your
ammo.”

Needless to say, the constituents planning to attend asked him to immediately
respond and renounce (https://www.facebook.com/RepresentativeMattGaetz/posts
/10207765580328884) the (now deleted) comments of the local militia leader.
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He stood by his militia buddy:

Nevertheless, the women of Florida are NOT backing down and intend to show up and
let their voices be heard.  (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/matt-gaetz-
protest_us_58a48f7de4b03df370dc7f51?8d50zfr)

That last part read like a veiled threat (https://www.facebook.com
/RepresentativeMattGaetz/posts/10207765580328884) to the Escambia
County Democratic Women’s Club, which has used social media to
publicize its intention to protest Gaetz. Last week, the club hired an
off-duty police officer to guard its 75-person monthly meeting after the
group said Ross threatened to come, bearing guns. The women
reported Ross to the local sheriff and police departments, and some
have lambasted Gaetz on Facebook for refusing to condemn the
threats. But Evalyn Narramore, chair of the Escambia County
Democratic Party, isn’t backing down.

“My husband jokes and says, ‘I’m going to buy you a Kevlar vest,’”
Narramore, who has worked in local Democratic politics for 19 years,
told The Huffington Post by phone last week. “But we decided we aren’t
going to let this guy scare us away if that’s what he thinks he’s doing.
We’re going to go forward with our protest as planned.”

For what it’s worth, Rep. Gaetz claims his bill to eliminate the EPA has been
well-received by his constituents (http://www.pnj.com/story/news/politics/2017/02
/07/matt-gaetz-dissenters-welcome-open-gaetz-day/97597994/). Is that true, Florida
residents? 

Since introducing a bill to eliminate the EPA on Feb. 3, Gaetz said his
office has received "hundreds of supportive calls" from residents of
Northwest Florida, with "maybe a few dozen calls" from the region
expressing concern. From those outside the state, he said
he averages about 3,000 to 4,000 calls a day from those critical of his
bill — the majority from California residents.

His full schedule is below (http://www.pnj.com/story/news/politics/2017/02/07/matt-
gaetz-dissenters-welcome-open-gaetz-day/97597994/). If you live in northern Florida,
consider stopping by to let him know how you feel about his legislation to abolish the

Not okay, Rep. Florida Man
attribution: screenshot from Facebook
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EPA and his support of an ACA repeal. His phone number and office locations are also
listed below.

The visit will include stops at several locations in Milton, the majority of
which will be open to the public. The day will start at the Kiwanis Club
of Santa Rosa Sunrise at the club's Tanglewood Golf Club meeting
place. Gaetz said the event primarily serves the club's members, but
those seeking to attend could contact the club for a sponsored invite.

The lawmaker will then brief the Santa Rosa County Board of County
Commissioners with a legislative update at their meeting at 9 a.m.,
followed by a stop at 10 a.m. at Avalon Middle School where he will
teach a civics class and meet with teachers and administrators
regarding education issues. At noon, Grover T's BBQ will host Gaetz for
an open forum with residents.

The congressman will transition to the Santa Rosa County
Administration offices at 4:30 p.m. where constituents can meet with
Gaetz and his staff to offer input or raise concerns in a one-on-one
setting.The visit concludes with a town hall at 7 p.m. at the Oops Alley
bowling lanes and restaurant in Pace at 3721 U.S. 90.

Pensacola Office (https://gaetz.house.gov/contact/offices
/pensacola-office)
4300 Bayou Blvd., Suite 13
(850) 479-1183
Pensacola, FL 32503

Washington, DC Office (https://gaetz.house.gov/contact/offices
/washington-dc-office)
507 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Phone: 202-225-4136

Want to see if your elected representatives are going to be holding a town hall near
you? CLICK HERE TO SEE THE TOWN HALL PROJECT'S LIST OF EVENTS.
(https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets
/d/1yq1NT9DZ2z3B8ixhid894e77u9rN5XIgOwWtTW72IYA/htmlview?sle=true) If
your representative is not on that list, call them and ask to hold a town hall. 

Attending a town hall near you? Send pics, videos, and your reports to
socialmedia@dailykos.com.
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Am planning to attend the events on Thursday. Oddly the events  for which times and locations
change frequently are  all being held being held in rural areas in Santa Rosa County away from the
population centers. According to his office no events in Escambia County ( where Pensacola is)
which has almost double the population.
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Cowards hide.. and repugnicants are cowards.
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At this point, calling such people “patriots” is beyond mockable. They are
supporting an un-American traitor and are the opposite of “patriots.” Also, this
congressman sounds like he has very small … hands.
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Any “man” who gets his courage from the barrel of a gun and and of
criminal thugs is a pathetic coward and a gutless little boy. Matt Gaetz is
pathetic.
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and also probably have very small hands too.
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Or small feet?!!!
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Which probably make him one of Randy
Newmans “Short People”.
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Off Topic here: Does anyone know what
happened to the Huffington Posts comment,
usually after each article?

No more comment section?
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In my best Gilda…. “Never miiind.”
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Maybe the correct term is "blackshirt"
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I figure that a lot of bikers wouldn't hit a woman, but you never
know. Also, there's a lot of women who could put a hurt on any
man--so these 'black shirts' better cover their jewels.
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A great many bikers regularly and enthusiastically hit
women, especially the kind of scum who would make
up something called Bikers4Trump. I think they may
want to think twice before dealing with any of these
women, however.
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was checking to see if M. Meadows was having one here in NC.   Nope, that
groundhog has run to ground and is in hiding.
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I agree
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godspeed. and thanks.
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“Oddly”? No.
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Good luck!
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I suggest everyone go to this asshole’s FB page and tell him what you think.  I did.. a few
times.

I think we need to do this to the “MorAns” and the Good People.  I went to Mourning Joe’s
gal, Mika’s Page when I heard she would no longer have Kelly Anne ConJOB on their show.
 I think it’s good to praise folks like Mika, when they act sensibly.

www.facebook.com/... (https://www.facebook.com/RepresentativeMattGaetz/)
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Please let us know how it turned out.  Stay strong.
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Recommended 1 time

My representative, Dennis Ross (R) Congressional District 15, Fl. is doing the same thing.
The 15th butts up against the border of Tampa but his town halls are about as far east of
Tampa as you can go. These clowns know that more people live in the big cities. What
they don’t seem to realize is that people are so pissed off that they will drive hours each
way to make their voices heard. Gaetz district is one of the redder ones in Florida. If he’s
worried, all of the GOP must be nervous. The seat that Gaetz holds is the one that was
held by Joe Scarborough, of Morning Joe fame.
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Watch for my cousin, who’s pushing 70. He was pretty hateful toward Obama a few years
back and I suspect he’s more enabled to do something reckless at one of these events. His
last name sounds Spanish, but it’s Italian, so if you hear an a at the end of someone’s
name at this public event, note the nearest exit, then look for signs of concealed carry.

If outing him makes me a race traitor,

SO BE IT!
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Calling in armed gangs to intimidate little old ladies = PR FAIL.
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Maybe the ladies need to come armed as well. I bet he would piss his pants.
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Recommended 85 times

I suspect they very well may be packing. The majority of the CC folks I know here
are women. Almost all Dems too—one wonders about the accuracy of those
darn stereotypes. But I digress. One also wonders whether those bikers are real
gangs or weekend suburban warriors all stoked up from their latest re-watching
of Easy Rider. The one ex-biker gang guy I know says the real gang guys don’t like
police presence, TV presence and crowds of civilians with women and kids. Bad
for business.
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They don’t like sleazy politicians, either
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Recommended 29 times

Yeah, “Bikers for Trump” is some bullshit.  Bikers aren’t fond of
authority, and Trump is authoritarian.  The only real biker I've seen
support Trump is Sonny Barger, and that guy’s got bona-fides if
anybody does, but he also said (before the election) that the electoral
college was bullshit and the popular vote should decide things.  I don’t
know how he feels about that now…   But I’ve read outlaw biker sites,
like Aging Rebel, and they aren’t down with this “Bikers for Trump” junk
much, and don’t appreciate being co-opted into it. 

These “Bikers for Trump” are what a biker girlfriend of mine calls
“motorcycle enthusiasts,” and she means that as the gravest of insults. 
She doesn't like Trump at-fucking-all.  And she said some hilarious-
but-really-mean stuff about Kellyanne Conway but I don’t think it’d flow
here if I repeated it. 
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Sounds to me like “Bikers for Trump” is an astroturf group….
Just like the Tea Party is/was. I wonder who’s funding them.
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Many bickers are well to do upper middle class dentists,
retirees, accountants playing to be “wild” and full on
Republican
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Bicker means to argue.  You mean bikers.
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If it was a mistake, it was terribly apropos.
Bickering is usually arguing over something
small and insignificant…

Like Trumpf’s hands. :D
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or the biker’s numb little peepee.
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A Facebook “friend” of mine had a bs post up the other days
that was from these geeks. Your girlfriend is right. I’m seeing
these people all over the place. They think that wearing a
bandanna and a jean jacket with a couple patches on it makes
them a badass.
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Aw Come on, we’re all friends here, what did she say about
KellyAnne?
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I know armed Dems. We should always be careful about stereotyping.
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The majority of them actually have integrity.
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I hope all town hall and protest gatherings have press, TV and/or Dem.
attourneys present .   I don’t trust Repub. reps. not to call in trigger
happy constituents or trouble makers to mix with the crowd and stir up
trouble, so they’ll have an excuse not to face us.  Its important to
protest but keep cool, and have it documented.
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but the diaper he wears daily will help him out
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Recommended 46 times

Do these people not realize that the 2nd Amendment applies to everyone,
including liberals? Of course they don’t know this because liberals aren’t cowards
— we do not need to hide behind threats of violence to express our opinions, to
make our voices heard. Because our opinions are evidence based, because truth
has a well-known liberal bias. If the truth isn’t on your side then I guess the only
thing you do have is threats of force, coercion and violence — the only resource
cowards have.
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I'm a left-leaning woman (yep, Texan) gun owner. The assumption by
conservatives is that non-conservative women (and men) are meek,
pacifist sheep. Watching protest footage and town hall meetings should
reinforce that the masses, many of whom are not Republicans, are very
pissed off. When a lot of people are angry and desperate, things can go
pearshaped and violent in a heartbeat...
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I think the erroneous assumption is that buying a gun makes
one a tough guy.

Your post seems to suggest that lack of gun ownership =
meekness. That is so very wrong.
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I didn’t get that impression at all. But then, I’m a
gun-owning Texas woman. And I suppose left-leaning,
though libertarian is a bit closer . . . just more
practical about it than most libertarians seem to be
these days.

But Sara Bellum :) said that conservatives tend to
think that liberals are sheep. These days in
particular, I agree. I think a lot of liberals think, or at
least say, that most conservatives are jerks or worse.
That, too, is an overstatement that gets us dismissed
by the other side, and rightly so.

I don’t think Sara was equating gun ownership with
strength. She was pointing out that it doesn’t take
guns to make things potentially violent. All it takes is
ire, and there’s lots of that right now. Conservatives
who, apparently, feel that protesters will just become
sheeple in the presence of guns are idiots. That lots of
the women who will be at this event may also be gun
owners is a reality that makes the more logical among
us shake our heads even more. 

... 

(/user/Amjobright12)

[new]


Amjobright12 (/user/ AllMyRights

Feb 16 · 05:11:59 PM (/comments/1634356

/65544876#comment_65544876)

... 
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Recommended 2 times

Excellent

(/user/BlackSheep1)

[new]


BlackSheep1 (/user/BlackS VictorLaszlo

Feb 16 · 04:34:14 PM (/comments/1634356

/65544480#comment_65544480)

Recommended 8 times

but it’s gospel that owning a gun = being a violent
extremist looking for a place to happen, if you believe
what you read on this site.

I am old enough to be in AARP, and a white, female,
USAF vet. 

I own a firearm. I’ve been a Dem since before I was
old enough to vote, and a hardcore left-leaning
yellow-DOG dem since ‘80. 

... 

(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/ BlackSheep1

Feb 17 · 12:53:12 PM (/comments/1634356

/65554499#comment_65554499)

Recommended 1 time

Me too. I also inherited a lot of firearms from
my father when he passed away. We
distributed them among my family members.
My father was very strict about safety when
we were growing up. Later in life, he grew
very careless with his firearms, leaving them
loaded and hidden in the cabinets.

It took us a couple of hours looking through
his belongings when he passed away. We
unloaded all of the weapons that we found.
A couple of days later, while cleaning out the
cabinet above the stove, I found his service
pistol. It too was loaded.

... 

(/user/BlackSheep1)

[new]


BlackSheep1 (/user/ Anna Lemma

Feb 17 · 01:12:22 PM (/comments/1634356

/65554717#comment_65554717)

Recommended 0 times

none of the firearms in my house (one is
mine but there are several others including
some pistols ) are kept loaded.

upon my father’s death my brother took
home the shotguns and rifles Dad had. 

my SO and his brothers distributed the
firearms their father owned.

... 

(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/ BlackSheep1

Feb 21 · 11:27:42 AM (/comments/1634356

/65592973#comment_65592973)

1 Recommend

Yes, I never keep guns loaded and keep the
ammo in a separate location. They are both
locked up in separate safes. We keep an ax
handle under the bed for self defense.

... 



(/user/BlackSheep1)

[new]


BlackSheep1 (/user/ Anna Lemma

Feb 21 · 03:33:49 PM (/comments/1634356

... 
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/65595798#comment_65595798)

0 Recommend

should everything go to hell too fast to get to
the firearms, I have some sharp pointy things
strategically stored.



(/user/Brieisme)

[new]


Brieisme (/user/Briei BlackSheep1

Feb 17 · 08:39:00 PM (/comments/1634356

/65559292#comment_65559292)

Recommended 2 times

Re: "but it’s gospel that owning a gun = being
a violent extremist looking for a place to
happen"

I know there are some like that, but I think
most liberals believe the second part really
applies to those who are mentally unstable
and/or like to parade their guns around.

While I personally don't care for guns and I
don't hunt, I do support those who are
responsible hunters or carry a gun for
protection, as long as they know how to use
it, know when not to use it, and are not
itching for a gunfight. And I believe most, but
not all gun owners, fall in that category.

... 

(/user/BlackSheep1)

[new]


BlackSheep1 (/user/ Brieisme

Feb 17 · 08:46:19 PM (/comments/1634356

/65559350#comment_65559350)

Recommended 1 time

I believe we’re on the same page. 

Knowing when NOT to use a firearm’s a
pretty important thing.

Some things are better dealt with using, oh, a
10-foot pole. 

Or a baseball bat.

... 

(/user/llywrch)

[new]


llywrch (/user/llywrch) Sara Bellum

Feb 16 · 01:17:24 PM (/comments/1634356/65542113#comment_65542113)

Recommended 19 times

I’ve always assumed the most important difference between
left-leaning gun owners & right-leaning ones is that more of
the former actually know how to use & care for their firearms
than the latter.

There’s more to owning a gun than being able to load it &
pulling the trigger.



(/user/richard latimer)

[new]


richard latimer (/user/richard latimer) thumbsupcecil

Feb 17 · 02:08:35 PM (/comments/1634356/65555434#comment_65555434)

The Second Amendment Rag

I’m a real red-blooded American man,so I always carry a gun,

For Self Defense, fightin tyranny and mostly just for fun

With a semiautomatic in both my hands, waving the Murcan flag

Just makin’ a stand, singin’ loud asI can, the Second Amendment Rag.

Guns don’t kill people, ‘cause people do.  That’s just a natural fact.

So when you kill me I’m gonna need a gun so I can kill you back.

It’s a shame ‘bout them little kids, an I wouldn’t do ‘em no harm
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Recommended 0 times

But they shouldn’t take chances like they did, goin to school unarmed

        What were their parents thinkin?

I’m a real macho man, when I strap-onmy gun.

I’m the Duke, Dirty Harry and Terminator, rolled up into one

‘Cause the NRA got the Supreme Court an’ Congress in the bag

With Republcians singin’ on Fox T.V. this Second Amendment Rag.

(/user/RichardJB)

[new]


RichardJB (/user/RichardJB) thumbsupcecil

Feb 17 · 04:11:29 PM (/comments/1634356/65556869#comment_65556869)

Recommended 0 times

The second amendment talks about raising a militia.  It doesn’t say
anything about a bunch of goons wearing bandanas functioning in the
capacity.  Who establishes these militia?  Under what laws do they
operate?



(/user/Szam)

[new]


Szam (/user/Szam) Anna Lemma

Feb 16 · 08:28:20 AM (/comments/1634356/65537779#comment_65537779)

Recommended 27 times

I previously commented “ “Concealed carry permit holders most welcome - don’t
forget your ammo.” Jeeeez, most of the previous mentioned folks ARE WOMEN
here in Florida. ” 



(/user/dewtx)

[new]


dewtx (/user/dewtx) Anna Lemma

Feb 16 · 08:45:31 AM (/comments/1634356/65537926#comment_65537926)

Recommended 30 times

The ladies will come armed all right—with persistence!



(/user/Ednahilda)

[new]


Ednahilda (/user/Ednahilda) dewtx

Feb 16 · 10:17:49 AM (/comments/1634356/65538895#comment_65538895)

Recommended 6 times

Behind every biker is a biker chick.  Did he not think of that?   It’s
doubtful that all of them are fine with the Groper In Chief.



(/user/dewtx)

[new]


dewtx (/user/dewtx) Ednahilda

Feb 16 · 10:21:34 AM (/comments/1634356/65538946#comment_65538946)

Recommended 7 times

I would like to see Herr Gropenfuhrer try to grope a biker
chick—he’ll get his arm torn off.



(/user/chickenfarmerwood)

[new]


chickenfarmerwood (/user/chick Ednahilda

Feb 17 · 12:22:36 PM (/comments/1634356/65554097#comment_65554097)

Recommended 0 times

All those bikers have moms too.

... 

(/user/Captain Frogbert)

[new]
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Captain Frogbert (/user/Captain Frogbert) Anna Lemma

Feb 16 · 09:39:48 AM (/comments/1634356/65538477#comment_65538477)

Recommended 28 times

Nah, find out who in this gang of biker thugs is planning on coming and contact
their mothers and invite them to attend. Let these little boys try to act like
saturday morning cartoon tough guys when their moms are watching.

They’ll collapse into tears.



(/user/justmypiece)

[new]


justmypiece (/user/justmypiece) Captain Frogbert

Feb 16 · 09:46:37 AM (/comments/1634356/65538544#comment_65538544)

Recommended 10 times

Excellent idea, if possible. I can only hope a few of those women will be
the mothers, sisters, daughters, aunts or memaws of any little asshat
that might be there. 



(/user/Belle Ame)

[new]


Belle Ame (/user/Belle Ame) Captain Frogbert

Feb 16 · 12:02:26 PM (/comments/1634356/65540950#comment_65540950)

Recommended 12 times

Yup, our 5 foot nothing mother always told us we would never be too
big to put over her knee and though in her 80s we still believe her. Any
“tough guy” who feels the need to display his weaponry to another
group of women is probably doing it because he is afraid of his mother.



(/user/VictorLaszlo)

[new]


VictorLaszlo (/user/VictorLaszlo) Captain Frogbert

Feb 16 · 12:05:47 PM (/comments/1634356/65541003#comment_65541003)

Recommended 6 times

Truth. It's all a stupid front.

Don't let them convince you that bikers with guns are tough guys.
They're chickenshits. That's why they have guns.



(/user/Clio2)

[new]


Clio2 (/user/Clio2) Anna Lemma

Feb 16 · 10:10:03 AM (/comments/1634356/65538778#comment_65538778)

Recommended 4 times

No. Too easy to have an OK Corral situation. If not actually setup a Reichstag Fire.



(/user/thegopsusefulidiots)

[new]


thegopsusefulidiots (/user/thegopsusefulidi Anna Lemma

Feb 16 · 11:22:31 AM (/comments/1634356/65540252#comment_65540252)

Recommended 2 times

They would all piss in their pants including all the small hands spineless bikers.

... 

(/user/jhecht)

[new]


jhecht (/user/jhecht) Anna Lemma

Feb 16 · 04:20:45 PM (/comments/1634356/65544338#comment_65544338)

Recommended 6 times

I just went to an ‘Active Shooter’ seminar where I work. They asked how many of
us had concealed carry permits. The only 2 were women.



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Ormont) jhecht

Feb 17 · 11:31:12 AM (/comments/1634356/65553334#comment_65553334)

I know only a few, and they are women.

At the Swap Meet near here there is a booth where the main product is
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Recommended 0 times

a purse with a concealed carry side zipper.

(/user/jhecht)

[new]


jhecht (/user/jhecht) Mercy Ormont

Feb 17 · 03:38:33 PM (/comments/1634356/65556521#comment_65556521)

Recommended 1 time

That’s why those NRA ads featuring women were so effective,
and the Democrats did nothing to counter them. They need to
get over their terminal snobbishness. How hard would it be for
the Democrats to one up the Republicans by saying, “We will
not only protect your right to keep and bear arms, but we will
also protect the lands you hunt on and the waters you fish in”?



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Merc jhecht

Feb 17 · 05:08:49 PM (/comments/1634356

/65557485#comment_65557485)

Recommended 1 time

Good idea.  Hunters were the first conservationists,
for exactly that reason.  Talking to them about global
warming leaves them cold, but they care about the
places where they can hunt and the game they can
shoot.

... 

(/user/rhrandall)

[new]


rhrandall (/user/rhrandall) Anna Lemma

Feb 17 · 12:36:19 PM (/comments/1634356/65554284#comment_65554284)

Recommended 0 times

I bet he would indeed.



(/user/underwriter505)

[new]


underwriter505 (/user/underwriter505) Crashing Vor

Feb 16 · 11:00:55 AM (/comments/1634356/65539742#comment_65539742)

Recommended 15 times

"My liberal friends should know that not every gathering of Republicans
exercising their rights is dangerous." 

Leaving aside the question of "What liberal friends?" this sounds like an admission that
some, if not most, "gathering[s] of Republicans exercising their rights" ARE dangerous.



(/user/bluespell369)

[new]


bluespell369 (/user/bluespell369) underwriter505

Feb 16 · 04:30:42 PM (/comments/1634356/65544451#comment_65544451)

Recommended 2 times

Yes, just a whiff of intimidation.



(/user/notahillbilly)

[new]


notahillbilly (/user/notahillbilly) Crashing Vor

Feb 17 · 11:31:31 AM (/comments/1634356/65553337#comment_65553337)

Recommended 0 times

That's what men with small appliances do, and yes it rhetorically correct to give this idiot
his shytt on a platter. Ethics wise!! But you get the jest of it!!! Me thinks he's failing in his
junk department.. Lol,ijs!!!#Typical base left unattended, haha!! Go getem ladies!!



[new]
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(/user/Libjan) Libjan (/user/Libjan) Feb 16 · 07:38:14 AM (/comments/1634356/65537180#comment_65537180)

Recommended 67 times

Nice. Now thinly veiled threats from Congressional republicans. They can go to he'll. Every last
treasonous one of them.

(/user/Hugh Jim Bissell)

[new]


Hugh Jim Bissell (/user/Hugh Jim Bissell) Libjan

Feb 16 · 08:15:00 AM (/comments/1634356/65537625#comment_65537625)

Recommended 49 times

At this time, the USA is in a cold civil war.

The other side is sure that our side is the treasonous one — after all, they are the “real”
Americans.

(Snide aside: nothing says “real” American like asking the Russians to sway your elections
and decide your foreign policy.)

Congressional reps can afford to make threats: your votes are nice but not a requirement
(cf: a recent election wherein the side that lost by three million votes nonetheless gets to
hold the “elected” office). 



(/user/rhrandall)

[new]


rhrandall (/user/rhrandall) Libjan

Feb 17 · 12:37:50 PM (/comments/1634356/65554300#comment_65554300)

Recommended 0 times

In the end, I think they’ll choose treason over the nation.



(/user/bridgetc57)

[new]


bridgetc57 (/user/bridgetc57) Feb 16 · 07:45:15 AM (/comments/1634356/65537245#comment_65537245)

Recommended 82 times

So the big man needs armed men to protect from a bunch of girls?

Yeah, Republicans really are snivelling little cowards, aren’t they?

(/user/splashy)

[new]


splashy (/user/splashy) bridgetc57

Feb 16 · 07:49:17 AM (/comments/1634356/65537290#comment_65537290)

Recommended 55 times

That was my first thought. Right wing white men appear to be terrified of women, that’s
why they want to stomp on them every chance they get. It’s as though they know how
awful they have been treating them, and don’t want to be treated the same themselves if
women get any power.

Sad for them that they don’t realize most women just want to stop being stomped on.
They don’t want to do any stomping.

Then again, with what these men do, I’m sure it’s tempting.



(/user/bridgetc57)

[new]


bridgetc57 (/user/bridgetc57) splashy

Feb 16 · 07:54:11 AM (/comments/1634356/65537366#comment_65537366)

Recommended 46 times

Oh, I wouldn’t say that most women don’t want to do any stomping. If you have
to work with some of these guys, the urge grows on you.



(/user/PJEvans)

[new]


PJEvans (/user/PJEvans) bridgetc57

Feb 16 · 08:49:20 AM (/comments/1634356/65537957#comment_65537957)

Recommended 8 times

Met some of them. Occasionally they do get stomped — and a lot of
them treat men badly also, as long as they can get away with it.



[new]
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(/user/splashy) splashy (/user/splashy) PJEvans

Feb 16 · 08:55:13 AM (/comments/1634356/65538029#comment_65538029)

Recommended 10 times

Yes, in their world, it’s stomp or get stomped. No love or
kindness it seems. What an awful way to live!



(/user/kcshuffle)

[new]


kcshuffle (/user/kcshuffle) splashy

Feb 16 · 08:15:51 AM (/comments/1634356/65537636#comment_65537636)

Recommended 23 times

Women are smarter and call a lie a lie. You can’t bullshit them. He is a coward



(/user/CanyonWren)

[new]


CanyonWren (/user/CanyonWren) kcshuffle

Feb 16 · 10:45:33 AM (/comments/1634356/65539342#comment_65539342)

Recommended 5 times

I think men also can see a lie, but they are bound by the silent
‘man-code’ that men protect, uplift, support, and encourage other men.
At the expense of women, of course. 



(/user/morris22)

[new]


morris22 (/user/morris22) CanyonWren

Feb 16 · 01:25:32 PM (/comments/1634356/65542227#comment_65542227)

Recommended 5 times

Not all men for sure. (And I’m certain you didn’t mean all
men) Truthfully, nothing incenses me more than the mere
notion of men trying to intimidate or abuse women. Abusive
men had better hope that I’m never around when they are
committing abuse on a woman. I do NOT stand for that shit. It
makes them abject cowards, NOT men.



(/user/CanyonWren)

[new]


CanyonWren (/user/Canyo morris22

Feb 16 · 02:33:36 PM (/comments/1634356

/65543144#comment_65543144)

Recommended 1 time

I just came back to this comment to add exactly that.
Not all men. I’m talking about the jackasses and the
apathetic, which exclude most of the men who
participate regularly here. 

... 

(/user/CanyonWren)

[new]


CanyonWren (/user/Canyo morris22

Feb 16 · 02:43:54 PM (/comments/1634356

/65543275#comment_65543275)

Recommended 5 times

And, just to add a little context: I’ve made it a sort of
mission to be way more outspoken about the issues
of chauvinism, sexism, and misogyny since the Pres.
election. If we don’t speak up and call a spade a spade
when it happens, then there will be less awareness
with our conscientious male counterparts, colleagues,
friends, family. Republicans are instrumental in
causing the backward slide in women’s issues the past
15 years, and Trump and Bannon and the rest of that
crew would just as soon women disappear altogether
except to meet their narcissistic needs. I, for one, will
no longer tolerate a single action or word that
demeans women. 

... 

(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Ormont) kcshuffle

Feb 17 · 11:34:14 AM (/comments/1634356/65553378#comment_65553378)
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Recommended 1 time

Wish it were true, but I know several women who are totally sucked into
the alternate bubble universe.  (One of them even believes in
chemtrails.)  You really can’t generalize.

(/user/FarWestGirl)

[new]


FarWestGirl (/user/FarWestGirl) splashy

Feb 16 · 09:51:50 AM (/comments/1634356/65538597#comment_65538597)

Recommended 11 times

They’re terrified of facing the moral authority of a woman, (too much like mom,
maybe), who can see though their bullshit & call them on it.

Sometimes called, ‘a guilty conscience’.



(/user/Salish)

[new]


Salish (/user/Salish) splashy

Feb 16 · 11:55:08 AM (/comments/1634356/65540826#comment_65540826)

Recommended 8 times

On another thread, I referred to “liberals believe we’re in it together” while
conservatives believe “it’s every man for himself.”  You (splashy) brought up that
“dominant or subservient;  they think it’s either them or women, can’t be both.” 
IMO you’re right.  Also explains the RW WM reaction to Black Lives Matter; can’t
be both.  Talk about REPtilian brain: fight or flight, bow or bite.  Obsequious to
superiors and oppressive to underlings.



(/user/Dr Moreau)

[new]


Dr Moreau (/user/Dr Moreau) splashy

Feb 16 · 12:28:32 PM (/comments/1634356/65541346#comment_65541346)

Recommended 6 times

It’s as though they know how awful they have been treating
them, and don’t want to be treated the same themselves if
women get any power.

Hit the nail on the head.  You could also substitute “women” with pretty much
any group that has been oppressed by the white male power structure in the
past and that sentence would be accurate.



(/user/Doodlespook)

[new]


Doodlespook (/user/Doodlespook) splashy

Feb 16 · 12:28:32 PM (/comments/1634356/65541347#comment_65541347)

Recommended 7 times

“Whom men fear they hate, and whom they hate, they wish dead” Quintus
Enniusm 

I think this just about covers it.  And probably most everything else wrong in
human interactions...



(/user/Rued Gestures)

[new]


Rued Gestures (/user/Rued Gestures) bridgetc57

Feb 16 · 09:27:40 AM (/comments/1634356/65538357#comment_65538357)

Recommended 17 times

#MenWhoFearWomen



(/user/Dogs are fuzzy)

[new]


Dogs are fuzzy (/user/Dogs are fuzzy) bridgetc57

Feb 16 · 09:44:58 AM (/comments/1634356/65538528#comment_65538528)

Yes, and that’s a messaging opportunity. What will the macho voters think of their
candidate after the ads that show him running away from little old ladies? “Coward” is a
word that carries a lot of weight among people like that.

“Mr. Challenger is blue, many of you are red, and Mr. Incumbent is yellow”.
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Recommended 13 times

(/user/Matt Z)

[new]


Matt Z (/user/Matt Z) bridgetc57

Feb 16 · 10:16:21 AM (/comments/1634356/65538871#comment_65538871)

Recommended 8 times

Rightwingers are all bedwetters of the highest order. Why voters believe they project
strength is beyond me.



(/user/certainot)

[new]


certainot (/user/certainot) Matt Z

Feb 16 · 10:59:50 AM (/comments/1634356/65539720#comment_65539720)

Recommended 1 time

in fear of a complicated unpredictable uncertain world, that decisive “i’m never
wrong” certitude is very comforting to authoritarians.

because:



Alien sex ed for humans

(/user/Belle Ame)

[new]


Belle Ame (/user/Belle Ame) Matt Z

Feb 16 · 12:05:23 PM (/comments/1634356/65540996#comment_65540996)

Recommended 3 times

Because they talk big and too many people just want to be told what’s what
rather than try to think and figure it out for themselves.



(/user/bridgetc57)

[new]


bridgetc57 (/user/bridgetc57) Matt Z

Feb 16 · 08:02:27 PM (/comments/1634356/65546654#comment_65546654)

Recommended 1 time

That’s what I don’t get about why people don’t see the difference between gun
nuts and gun owners. Gun owners own a gun or guns. They treat them seriously,
they go shooting, they go hunting, they like owning a gun but they’re not stupid
about it.

A gun nut needs a gun. A gun nut is like a reactive dog — everything is a threat
and he or she is afraid of everything under the sun so that gun is all he/she has
to keep themselves safe.

A gun nut thinks that If you want reasonable regulation of guns you must be a
coward and afraid of guns. I keep telling them — I don’t need a gun because I’m
not a coward and there are no grizzlies in my backyard. I grew up in a city, I’ve
worked in cities, I come from a long line of people who didn’t see the need for a
gun to keep themselves and their loved ones safe. 

Gun nuts are big freaking babies. Republican congressmen are even bigger
freaking babies.



(/user/chickenfarmerwood)

[new]


chickenfarmerwood (/user/chickenfar bridgetc57

Feb 17 · 12:31:06 PM (/comments/1634356/65554208#comment_65554208)

I live in the country and I don’t have a gun!  I have no real need for one. 
I have black bears around here, live next to a state forest, but if you
leave them alone and don’t put food in easy reach they leave you alone. 
I have no desire to kill any of them. 

... 
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Recommended 2 times

(/user/Attack Gardener)

[new]


Attack Gardener (/user/Attack Gardener) Feb 16 · 07:48:22 AM (/comments/1634356/65537276#comment_65537276)

Recommended 70 times

Aren’t those the guys whose leader had apoplexy because a Women’s March participant yelled at
him and threw glitter on him? 

(/user/Jen Hayden)

[new]


Jen Hayden (/user/Jen Hayden) Attack Gardener

Feb 16 · 08:02:36 AM (/comments/1634356/65537474#comment_65537474)

Recommended 41 times

Snort. yes.



(/user/elfling)

[new]


elfling (/user/elfling) Attack Gardener

Feb 16 · 08:33:11 AM (/comments/1634356/65537823#comment_65537823)

Recommended 44 times

Glitter *is* the herpes of craft supplies.



(/user/voicemail)

[new]


voicemail (/user/voicemail) elfling

Feb 16 · 08:52:52 AM (/comments/1634356/65538006#comment_65538006)

Recommended 15 times

Good point. And, it is. Ask any ER doctor.



(/user/Salish)

[new]


Salish (/user/Salish) Attack Gardener

Feb 16 · 12:06:29 PM (/comments/1634356/65541016#comment_65541016)

Recommended 8 times

There may be more to it.  Glitter is a big factor here during the SF Pride parade.  As any
homophobic or transphobic RW guy “knows.” get touched by either group and it’s instant
conversion.  So guy to gay by glitter we go.   



(/user/athenap)

[new]


athenap (/user/athenap) Salish

Feb 16 · 03:40:40 PM (/comments/1634356/65543898#comment_65543898)

Recommended 8 times

Gay cooties and girl cooties—a terrifying combination for any man-child



(/user/jdrankin406)

[new]


jdrankin406 (/user/jdrankin406) Feb 16 · 07:49:54 AM (/comments/1634356/65537304#comment_65537304)

Recommended 29 times

He’s going to teach a civics class?  He should not be allowed within 500 feet of a school.

(/user/Cape Crusader)

[new]


Cape Crusader (/user/Cape Crusader) jdrankin406

Feb 16 · 09:09:01 AM (/comments/1634356/65538163#comment_65538163)

Recommended 16 times

Keep hope alive-- maybe deVos will defund the school before he gets there
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(/user/randiculous)

[new]


randiculous (/user/randiculous) Feb 16 · 07:52:34 AM (/comments/1634356/65537346#comment_65537346)

Recommended 35 times

Gaetz is, like most schoolyard bullies, a bed-wetter. Without his friends with their guns and
ammo,this guy would wet his pants, if he has to confront hard questions. Bullies do not like being
confronted.I suspect Mr.Gaetz will be wearing his Depends underwear at his town hall meetings.
Take him to task.

(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Lemma) randiculous

Feb 16 · 11:19:06 AM (/comments/1634356/65540165#comment_65540165)

Recommended 2 times

Maybe the ladies need to bring Depends for him. You know … , just in case he pisses his
pants because some of the women are armed.



(/user/tempered)

[new]


tempered (/user/tempered) randiculous

Feb 16 · 11:34:17 AM (/comments/1634356/65540515#comment_65540515)

Recommended 0 times

Calling Gaetz a bed-wetter is an insult to bed-wetters everywhere.



(/user/pslizar)

[new]


pslizar (/user/pslizar) Feb 16 · 07:53:51 AM (/comments/1634356/65537360#comment_65537360)

Recommended 11 times

Why I refer to Repubs as Rethugs.

(/user/dididadadidit)

[new]


dididadadidit (/user/dididadadidit) pslizar

Feb 16 · 11:15:42 AM (/comments/1634356/65540100#comment_65540100)

Recommended 0 times

I refer to the fascist SOB bastards as “ReThugLieCons,” if not fascist SOB bastards.

Cheers

?



(/user/Debbio)

[new]


Debbio (/user/Debbio) Feb 16 · 07:57:20 AM (/comments/1634356/65537410#comment_65537410)

Recommended 32 times

Wow, they are really waging war against women.  They want to shoot down white women who are
exercising their rights?  What is wrong with the Republican party.  They have been associating with
the Russians too long.  They are now resulting in gestapo tactics.  These men are a real sad group.

(/user/kismet)

[new]


kismet (/user/kismet) Debbio Feb 16 · 08:03:26 AM (/comments/1634356/65537483#comment_65537483)

Recommended 20 times

What’s going to happen the first time one of these militia nuts really does mow down a
crowd of middle class white ladies, I wonder?



(/user/Pool House Doctor)

[new]


Pool House Doctor (/user/Pool House Doctor) kismet

Feb 16 · 08:23:36 AM (/comments/1634356/65537728#comment_65537728)

Recommended 16 times

Probably nothing-like all shootings involving crazy, heavily armed white guys
(al-Kraka).  Nope nothing to see here. Anything that can’t be linked to radical
Radical Islamic Terrorism is totally ignored by the wingnuts.



[new]
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(/user/Ednahilda) Ednahilda (/user/Ednahilda) Pool House Doctor

Feb 16 · 10:19:03 AM (/comments/1634356/65538914#comment_65538914)

Recommended 3 times

Al-Kraka?   Hahahahahahahahahahahahaha!



(/user/Pool House Doctor)

[new]


Pool House Doctor (/user/Pool H Ednahilda

Feb 16 · 11:16:56 AM (/comments/1634356/65540126#comment_65540126)

Recommended 7 times

That’s actually from Chis Rock.  In one of his HBO standup
shows he said “I’m not worried about al-Qaeda.  I’m worried
about al-Kraka”. Thanks Chris. Couldn’t agree more.

... 

(/user/athenap)

[new]


athenap (/user/athenap) Ednahilda

Feb 16 · 03:41:38 PM (/comments/1634356/65543913#comment_65543913)

Recommended 5 times

Y’all Qaeda



(/user/Straights of Dire)

[new]


Straights of Dire (/user/Straights of Di Pool House Doctor

Feb 16 · 01:02:13 PM (/comments/1634356/65541900#comment_65541900)

Recommended 5 times

They will be labeled a “lone wolf” like all the other white alt-reich 
RWNJ’s. After all, only brown people do terrorism. Although I have to
say  there seems to be a rather large pack of lone wolves out there.

... 

(/user/Pool House Doctor)

[new]


Pool House Doctor (/user/Pool H Straights of Dire

Feb 16 · 05:00:35 PM (/comments/1634356/65544765#comment_65544765)

Recommended 0 times

Yeah this was why the travel ban didn’t make any sense...at
least to those of us that still grounded in the real world.  I can’t
think of the last time we had a real “brown person” attack. 
Maybe the Orlando shootings.  Even though that guy was a
Muslim, it could also have been a hate crime against gays. Of
course the right doesn’t mention that aspect either.  Anyone
with a hyphenated name is automatically a Muslim terrorist.
Even if they’re only 5 years old.

No, the right always sweeps the “crazy white guy with a gun”
shootings under the rug and blows up any attack anywhere in
the world that involves RIT.  The travel ban was never about
our security.  It was always about fear. Good to see saner
heads prevailing.

... 

(/user/up chuck)

[new]


up chuck (/user/up chuck) kismet

Feb 16 · 08:25:57 AM (/comments/1634356/65537755#comment_65537755)

Recommended 6 times

The pubscum will blame Obama.



(/user/Pariah Dog)

[new]


Pariah Dog (/user/Pariah Dog) up chuck

Feb 16 · 04:50:15 PM (/comments/1634356/65544646#comment_65544646)

Recommended 0 times

They already have! Last year when cops were shooting all those
unarmed black men a relative of mine was heard to say that Obama was
trying to start a race war.

Beats the hell outta me.
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(/user/woodchuck mom)

[new]


woodchuck mom (/user/woodchuck mom) kismet

Feb 16 · 09:24:41 AM (/comments/1634356/65538325#comment_65538325)

Recommended 6 times

The first battle in the 2nd American Civil War.   It's getting closer and closer.  It
would be the worst thing to happen to the repubes and their henchmen. 



(/user/Belle Ame)

[new]


Belle Ame (/user/Belle Ame) kismet

Feb 16 · 12:12:49 PM (/comments/1634356/65541118#comment_65541118)

Recommended 1 time

Faux News will claim he is a Democrat from Yemen, brought over here by George
Soros. The rest of the MSM will just called him obviously deranged and
completely ignore any militia/alt-right/GOP/Trump connections and talk about
the arraignment delay while he undergoes psychiatric evaluation. Then film all
the people crying at the memorials at the site. Then have on 2nd Amendment
morans and allow them to spout about how all those dead women were
prevented from defending themselves because libruhls took away their rights.



(/user/Dr Moreau)

[new]


Dr Moreau (/user/Dr Moreau) kismet

Feb 16 · 12:39:06 PM (/comments/1634356/65541527#comment_65541527)

Recommended 1 time

Yep, news outlets will bemoan “what a tragedy, another disturbed, mentally ill
man suddenly snapped.  Such a shame.”

Just don’t use the “T” word!



(/user/The Katwoman)

[new]


The Katwoman (/user/The Katwoman) Debbio

Feb 16 · 10:27:29 AM (/comments/1634356/65539025#comment_65539025)

Recommended 9 times

Seriously, when your first instinct to “being shouted down” in a public forum is to remind
everyone to bring ammunition for their firearms, you’re the bad guy. Period.



(/user/jasan)

[new]


jasan (/user/jasan) Feb 16 · 07:57:24 AM (/comments/1634356/65537411#comment_65537411)

Recommended 7 times

Tough bikers need to get laid just like everyone else.  They might not be so tough when they think
about what that intimidation might mean for them.  Gatez’s bullshit might be the straw that ends
his political run.  

(/user/MrJersey)

[new]


MrJersey (/user/MrJersey) jasan

Feb 16 · 08:06:15 AM (/comments/1634356/65537522#comment_65537522)

Recommended 9 times

Unfortunately, the political leanings of women who consort with bikers may not be all that
progressive, if they have political leanings at all.  Hard core biker mentality tends to treat
women like objects, not sentient human beings. 



(/user/nanoot)

[new]


nanoot (/user/nanoot) jasan Feb 16 · 08:07:55 AM (/comments/1634356/65537537#comment_65537537)

Recommended 3 times

I was going to say something along the lines of “maybe they can’t get women without
carrying guns”, or that they think carrying guns makes them attractive to women, but I
don’t want to give them any ideas.



[new]
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(/user/Snud) Snud (/user/Snud) jasan Feb 16 · 08:14:05 AM (/comments/1634356/65537615#comment_65537615)

Recommended 6 times

Well their Glock might be a .45 caliber… but their thing that rhymes with “Glock” is just a
pea-shooter.



(/user/A Bleeding God)

[new]


A Bleeding God (/user/A Bleeding God) Snud

Feb 16 · 08:24:54 AM (/comments/1634356/65537743#comment_65537743)

Recommended 7 times

They've got a S&W 500 on their waistband, and a .22 snub inside of it.



(/user/A Bleeding God)

[new]


A Bleeding God (/user/A Bleeding God) Snud

Feb 16 · 08:25:37 AM (/comments/1634356/65537752#comment_65537752)

Recommended 5 times

For real, look up the S&W 500. If anything screams "overcompensation" that
dumb thing does



(/user/A Bleeding God)

[new]


A Bleeding God (/user/A Bleeding God) A Bleeding God

Feb 16 · 08:27:16 AM (/comments/1634356/65537768#comment_65537768)

Recommended 5 times

https://goo.gl/images/leKGKu (https://goo.gl/images/leKGKu)

The coin in the pic is quarter sized.



(/user/myrealname)

[new]


myrealname (/user/myrealname) A Bleeding God

Feb 16 · 12:54:40 PM (/comments/1634356/65541793#comment_65541793)

Recommended 0 times

I did look it up.  It’s “quite the gun”.  My goodness.  Does the long barrel
contribute anything?  I know nothing about guns, but that is ridiculous.
 Not something most people would be toting around in a holster.



(/user/BlackSheep1)

[new]


BlackSheep1 (/user/BlackSheep1) myrealname

Feb 16 · 05:58:14 PM (/comments/1634356/65545375#comment_65545375)

Recommended 1 time

barrel’s length is for several purposes. physics says it helps
reduce effect of recoil (e.g. not as apt to break your
wrist/shoulder when you fire it). Probably also good for
accuracy (3’’ or shorter, you do better to throw the whole
firearm if it’s further than 10’ to your target). 



(/user/billmosby)

[new]


billmosby (/user/billmosby) Feb 16 · 08:05:54 AM (/comments/1634356/65537512#comment_65537512)

Recommended 10 times

Not every gathering of women exercising their rights is dangerous. Just sayin’. 

I was going to say something about how everybody gets to stand their ground for what they
believe in but I suppose given the locale…..

(/user/Christinexoe)

[new]


Christinexoe (/user/Christinexoe) billmosby

Feb 16 · 11:53:35 AM (/comments/1634356/65540797#comment_65540797)

Recommended 7 times

Um, almost three million women exercised their rights in cities and towns across America
and not one arrest. Think about that. A gathering of women is hardly dangerous.
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(/user/billmosby)

[new]


billmosby (/user/billmosby) Christinexoe

Feb 16 · 12:09:30 PM (/comments/1634356/65541059#comment_65541059)

Recommended 2 times

Exactly my point. Thanks.



(/user/stagemom)

[new]


stagemom (/user/stagemom) Feb 16 · 08:08:03 AM (/comments/1634356/65537539#comment_65537539)

Recommended 24 times

b/c women who want clean air/water/soil for their families are dangerous!!!

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) stagemom

Feb 16 · 04:27:26 PM (/comments/1634356/65544409#comment_65544409)

Recommended 1 time

Damn right they are! (as well they should be)



(/user/CounterPunch)

[new]


CounterPunch (/user/CounterPunch) Feb 16 · 08:08:06 AM (/comments/1634356/65537541#comment_65537541)

Recommended 16 times

This low-lifer POS representative is a weak man’s idea of a strong man.

(/user/Rued Gestures)

[new]


Rued Gestures (/user/Rued Gestures) CounterPunch

Feb 16 · 09:33:09 AM (/comments/1634356/65538407#comment_65538407)

Recommended 4 times

#MenWhoFearWomen  will scatter as leaves before a tornado. These rebuglickins will rue
the day they opened their ignorant mouths.



(/user/The Lone Apple)

[new]


The Lone Apple (/user/The Lone Apple) Feb 16 · 08:11:44 AM (/comments/1634356/65537589#comment_65537589)

Recommended 7 times

Will he be riding bareback?

(/user/anon004)

[new]


anon004 (/user/anon004) The Lone Apple

Feb 16 · 09:04:30 AM (/comments/1634356/65538116#comment_65538116)

Recommended 4 times

I’d love to see him show up rolled up in a giant piece of rubber.



(/user/dksbook)

[new]


dksbook (/user/dksbook) The Lone Apple

Feb 16 · 09:49:07 PM (/comments/1634356/65547349#comment_65547349)

Recommended 0 times

And shirtless.



(/user/rreabold)

[new]


rreabold (/user/rreabold) Feb 16 · 08:13:58 AM (/comments/1634356/65537614#comment_65537614)
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Recommended 7 times

Another POS republican. When is this ever going to end?

(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/user/Friend of the court) rreabold

Feb 16 · 10:30:44 AM (/comments/1634356/65539073#comment_65539073)

Recommended 1 time

they seem to have an endless supply.



(/user/raspberryberet)

[new]


raspberryberet (/user/raspberryberet) Friend of the court

Feb 16 · 04:39:49 PM (/comments/1634356/65544519#comment_65544519)

Recommended 2 times

His daddy helped him get the job.  He didn’t want his mug shot posted online. 
He’s a real piece of work:

But as it turns out, notoriety is about the worst consequence
Gaetz, now 31, has faced from the DUI arrest.

He didn't have his license suspended for a year when he refused
the breath test — as Florida law dictates. And he didn't have that
refusal used against him in a criminal proceeding. Charges
against Gaetz were dismissed after events that included, among
other things, the forced resignation of the arresting officer.

Read story here (http://www.tampabay.com/news/publicsafety
/crime/lawmakers-talk-of-mug-shot-raises-questions-about-
dui-arrest/2166023).

Posted by Michael Van Sickler on Tuesday, Feb. 18, 2014 at  1:14 PM      

(I hope I did this right.)



(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Lemma) rreabold

Feb 16 · 11:22:13 AM (/comments/1634356/65540242#comment_65540242)

Recommended 2 times

When they finally realize that women are 51% of the population and tend to vote more
than men. Piss off the women and most of us won’t care about what party you belong to,
we will vote you out.



(/user/roonie)

[new]


roonie (/user/roonie) Feb 16 · 08:21:42 AM (/comments/1634356/65537702#comment_65537702)

Recommended 10 times

When they claim to be “patriots”, respond: “Yes I can see that you are a patriot to Russia and
Russian’s puppet, Trump.  I’m a patriot to the US Constitution. You should try reading it some day”
. 

(/user/PirateCafe)

[new]


PirateCafe (/user/PirateCafe) Feb 16 · 08:22:32 AM (/comments/1634356/65537720#comment_65537720)

Recommended 7 times

Gaetz was a greasy little punk in the Florida Legislature, just like his daddy is a greasy old punk.
Neither have been beneficial to Florida.

(/user/A Bleeding God)

[new]


A Bleeding God (/user/A Bleeding God) Feb 16 · 08:23:23 AM (/comments/1634356/65537724#comment_65537724)

Concealed carry welcome eh? Maybe I should show up with a brace of my own pistols, (and of
course they'd assume I'm with them, since gun owner = Wingnut).
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Recommended 12 times

But no, because unlike conservatives we gun owning liberals don't believe in using or weapons to
intimidate our fellow citizens. (We use them for delicious deer jerky though).

Liberals crack jokes about conservatives being backwards hicks.

Conservatives joke about MURDERING LIBERALS. Just look up the phrase "liberal hunting license"
and you'll see that. But if you look up "conservative hunting license"? Again, you'll get the same
pictures.

But conservatives, don't mistake being peaceful for being weak.

(/user/NonpassiveVoice)

[new]


NonpassiveVoice (/user/NonpassiveVoice) A Bleeding God

Feb 16 · 09:01:07 AM (/comments/1634356/65538080#comment_65538080)

Recommended 6 times

or being liberal with being unarmed



(/user/Major Kong)

[new]


Major Kong (/user/Major Kong) NonpassiveVoice

Feb 16 · 09:45:52 AM (/comments/1634356/65538536#comment_65538536)

Recommended 7 times

As I like to say — I’m a liberal, just not the fun kind.



(/user/ArchidamusR)

[new]


ArchidamusR (/user/ArchidamusR) A Bleeding God

Feb 16 · 09:47:07 AM (/comments/1634356/65538549#comment_65538549)

Recommended 4 times

“But conservatives, don't mistake being peaceful for being weak.”

I have a few conservative friends. I’m pretty sure “peaceful = weak” is at the core of at
least some of their beliefs.



(/user/yankeegrl)

[new]


yankeegrl (/user/yankeegrl) A Bleeding God

Feb 16 · 10:46:09 AM (/comments/1634356/65539356#comment_65539356)

Recommended 0 times

But no, because unlike conservatives we gun owning liberals don't believe
in using or weapons to intimidate our fellow citizens. (We use them for
delicious deer jerky though).

Love it!  I think that perfectly describes the difference between a liberal gun owner
(respects the 2A) and a conservative one (likes to terrorize and intimidate).



(/user/Straights of Dire)

[new]


Straights of Dire (/user/Straights of Dire) A Bleeding God

Feb 16 · 01:09:03 PM (/comments/1634356/65542001#comment_65542001)

Recommended 0 times

Yummmmmm……. delicious deer jerky…….



(/user/adigal)

[new]


adigal (/user/adigal) Feb 16 · 08:23:28 AM (/comments/1634356/65537726#comment_65537726)

Recommended 18 times

I sent his tweet to everyone I can think of who might listen: Maddow, Joy Reid, Katy Tur, David Corn,
etc. etc.

Please do the same if you are on twitter. 
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(/user/CounterPunch)

[new]


CounterPunch (/user/CounterPunch) adigal

Feb 16 · 09:26:59 AM (/comments/1634356/65538349#comment_65538349)

Recommended 3 times

Excellent — thanks.



(/user/CanyonWren)

[new]


CanyonWren (/user/CanyonWren) Feb 16 · 08:24:26 AM (/comments/1634356/65537738#comment_65537738)

Recommended 14 times

It’s full-on, no holes barred, power grabbing now. They don't even care how it looks because they
truly think they will win with strong-arm tactics. We cannot let them win.

(/user/adigal)

[new]


adigal (/user/adigal) Feb 16 · 08:24:33 AM (/comments/1634356/65537739#comment_65537739)

Recommended 9 times

BTW, Elise Stefanik, NY21, is using fear as a way to avoid her constituents, also. No credible threats,
of course. Just a fear of white women who love children, healthcare and the environment.

(/user/anon004)

[new]


anon004 (/user/anon004) adigal

Feb 16 · 09:09:13 AM (/comments/1634356/65538165#comment_65538165)

Recommended 7 times

Her district is 99.99% white and the people in it are conservative — farmers, hunting and
fishing types and the small businesses that support them.  She’d hardly be walking into a
den of crazed, wild-eyed, big-city, POC liberals.  She is a nothing but a big chicken.



(/user/adigal)

[new]


adigal (/user/adigal) anon004

Feb 16 · 11:21:15 AM (/comments/1634356/65540219#comment_65540219)

Recommended 3 times

True, our district is all that you say. However, if you look at her Facebook page, it
used to be 99% positive comments on it, now it is almost all negative. 



(/user/anon004)

[new]


anon004 (/user/anon004) adigal

Feb 16 · 11:55:31 AM (/comments/1634356/65540833#comment_65540833)

Recommended 2 times

That gives me hope.



(/user/ban nock)

[new]


ban nock (/user/ban nock) Feb 16 · 08:25:25 AM (/comments/1634356/65537748#comment_65537748)

Recommended 2 times

Making it about guns is a winner at DK, a loser at the polls in Florida. Is the opportunity to create a
scene at a congressman’s town hall a good place to waste on an issue that loses us votes anyway?
Aren’t Medicare, Social Security, and the Affordable Care Act, better and more important issues to
spend political capital on?

Most importantly are the clicks worth it? Is this advancing the causes of the American people in a
meaningful way or creating clicks? 

(/user/anon004)

[new]


anon004 (/user/anon004) ban nock

Feb 16 · 09:10:29 AM (/comments/1634356/65538183#comment_65538183)

Recommended 9 times

Um, it was the Congressman and the “other side” that brought guns into it, not the people
on our side.

Try to keep up.
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(/user/Catte Nappe)

[new]


Catte Nappe (/user/Catte Nappe) ban nock

Feb 16 · 09:14:47 AM (/comments/1634356/65538223#comment_65538223)

Recommended 10 times

Those ‘issues of greater importance’ that you mention are the concerns drawing these
women to the town halls.  For some reason the Congressmen and some of his supporters
have focused the story on the need to have armed protection against constituents raising
those issues. You, on the other hand, can’t stand to see any diary that might make a fellow
gun nut look bad, right?



(/user/ban nock)

[new]


ban nock (/user/ban nock) Catte Nappe

Feb 16 · 10:04:40 AM (/comments/1634356/65538712#comment_65538712)

Recommended 0 times

The congressman successfully deflected the criticism from the issues that would
cause him trouble to one that he can win with. I take offence at being called a
gun nut. Why are you calling me names? 



(/user/high uintas)

[new]


high uintas (/user/high uintas) ban nock

Feb 16 · 09:46:31 AM (/comments/1634356/65538543#comment_65538543)

Recommended 4 times

It would help if you read the diary as well as the comments. 



(/user/Major Kong)

[new]


Major Kong (/user/Major Kong) ban nock

Feb 16 · 09:47:46 AM (/comments/1634356/65538555#comment_65538555)

Recommended 7 times

If you think armed paramilitaries and politics are a good mix I’d suggest you read your
history.



(/user/Dogs are fuzzy)

[new]


Dogs are fuzzy (/user/Dogs are fuzzy) ban nock

Feb 16 · 09:50:46 AM (/comments/1634356/65538589#comment_65538589)

Recommended 5 times

Very much afraid you missed the point of the story. It’s about political intimidation. It’s
about a member of Congress calling a brownshirt his “friend”.

It would be the exact same story if the goon had told his followers to bring clubs or rocks
or loaded socks.



(/user/ban nock)

[new]


ban nock (/user/ban nock) Dogs are fuzzy

Feb 16 · 10:02:53 AM (/comments/1634356/65538690#comment_65538690)

Recommended 1 time

It’s about a congressman changing the subject. Successfully.



(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) ban nock

Feb 16 · 04:31:54 PM (/comments/1634356/65544460#comment_65544460)

Recommended 1 time

Doesn’t look/sound very successful to me. Those women are STILL
intending to show up AND ask the tough questions. Hardly deflected at
all.



(/user/ban nock)

[new]


ban nock (/user/ban nock) anjaspapa

Feb 16 · 08:56:28 PM (/comments/1634356/65547028#comment_65547028)

I hope so and I wish we were writing diaries about their
questions. 
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/aimeehs)

[new]


aimeehs (/user/aimeehs) Feb 16 · 08:26:24 AM (/comments/1634356/65537758#comment_65537758)

Recommended 7 times

I live in Central Florida. My Congressional Rep is Stephanie Murphy who is off to an admirable start
in the Congress (she’s only been there since January).  I don’t live in North Florida but my heart is
withour North Florida Democrats as they meet with their Rep.  I hope they have a great show of
force. And this ‘Bikers for Trump’ thing?  Is a total blown out of proportion myth.  

(/user/Kokipy)

[new]


Kokipy (/user/Kokipy) Feb 16 · 08:28:26 AM (/comments/1634356/65537781#comment_65537781)

Recommended 4 times

I hope people in Florida are very careful this weekend to avoid responding to provocation. One
fears a Reichstag fire event. 

(/user/Szam)

[new]


Szam (/user/Szam) Feb 16 · 08:29:29 AM (/comments/1634356/65537788#comment_65537788)

Recommended 9 times

“Concealed carry permit holders most welcome - don’t forget your ammo.” Jeeeez, most of the
previous mentioned folks ARE WOMEN here in Florida. Democrats included. And have you ever
seen a collection of Bikers for trump? Old Geezerfest.

(/user/PJEvans)

[new]


PJEvans (/user/PJEvans) Szam Feb 16 · 08:51:38 AM (/comments/1634356/65537987#comment_65537987)

Recommended 1 time

I know one woman from Florida who has firearms. She isn’t in FL now though.


(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/user/Friend of the court) Szam

Feb 16 · 10:37:25 AM (/comments/1634356/65539173#comment_65539173)

Recommended 3 times

the “ammo”, reminder is dumb. If you need to be told that, you shouldn’t be messing with
guns in the first place.



(/user/Wildthumb)

[new]


Wildthumb (/user/Wildthumb) Feb 16 · 08:32:07 AM (/comments/1634356/65537813#comment_65537813)

Recommended 10 times

Jesus, do I hate these bastards.

At least they’ve completely clarified just what scum there is the country and how we can’t talk to
some of them—ever. All I have is hostility and opposition and resistance.

(/user/cholla93)

[new]


cholla93 (/user/cholla93) Feb 16 · 08:35:06 AM (/comments/1634356/65537843#comment_65537843)

Recommended 15 times

Who on earth would ask this guy to “teach a civics class?” I hope it gets recorded so the regular
teacher can review it and correct all the misinformation!

(/user/kurious)

[new]


kurious (/user/kurious) Feb 16 · 08:35:06 AM (/comments/1634356/65537844#comment_65537844)

Same question Leonard Pitts asked Trump: "Just Who the Hell Do You Think You Are?"
(http://www.mcclatchydc.com/opinion/article132827374.html) applies to Matt Gaetz, Jason
Chaffetz, Paul Ryan, Mitch McConnell, and all of our Members of Congress who have forgotten
exactly who it is to whom they are accountable:
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Recommended 18 times

...”But there is one thing to which your election does not entitle you. It does not
entitle you to do whatever pops into your furry orange” (or otherwise) “head
without being called on it or, should it run afoul of the Constitution, without being
blocked.

You and other members of the Fourth Reich seem to be having difficulty
understanding this…

...What you do “will not be questioned?” Lord, have mercy…

Just who the hell do you think you are?

...Meaning you and all the other trolls you have brought clambering up from under
their bridges. Maybe you didn’t notice, but this is the United States of America.
Perhaps you’ve heard of it? Nation of laws, not of individuals? First Amendment?
Freedom of the press? Any of that ringing a bell?

You’re now what is called a “public servant” — in effect, an employee with 324
million (MoC insert your # of constituents here)  bosses. And let me tell you
something about those bosses. They’re unruly and loud, long accustomed to
speaking their minds without fear or fetter. And they believe power must
always answer to the people. That’s at the core of their identity.

Yet you and your coterie of cartoon autocrats think you’re going to cow them into
silence and compliance by ordering them to shut up and obey? Well, as a freeborn
American, I can answer that in two syllables flat.

Hell no.

(/user/rflctammt)

[new]


rflctammt (/user/rflctammt) kurious

Feb 16 · 09:18:24 AM (/comments/1634356/65538259#comment_65538259)

Recommended 2 times

Such a great piece!  Thanks for sharing.



(/user/kurious)

[new]


kurious (/user/kurious) rflctammt

Feb 16 · 11:28:59 AM (/comments/1634356/65540411#comment_65540411)

Recommended 2 times

It is a powerful and spot on message to Trump, his Fourth Reich minions, and
much of it applies to our arrogant Congress members members too.



(/user/Ammo Hauler)

[new]


Ammo Hauler (/user/Ammo Hauler) Feb 16 · 08:37:20 AM (/comments/1634356/65537857#comment_65537857)

Recommended 6 times

Don’t these congressmen have mothers?  I was always careful not to piss my mother off.  She was
expert in attitude adjustments even as a petite person.

(/user/Out There)

[new]


Out There (/user/Out There) Feb 16 · 08:47:16 AM (/comments/1634356/65537939#comment_65537939)

Recommended 6 times

Rule by thugs coming soon to a town hall near you. When all else fails you can always count on a
Putin/Trump Republican to resort to   1 lies    2 Threats of violence in Putin/Trump new world
order   3 Run for the hills if the first two don’t work 

(/user/mrules)

[new]


mrules (/user/mrules) Feb 16 · 08:47:40 AM (/comments/1634356/65537943#comment_65537943)

Recommended 12 times

One of my fave vids has been one of these guys walking with like six armed police officers
surrounding him to protect him from a single lady walking next to him with a sign. 
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(/user/Dogs are fuzzy)[new]


Dogs are fuzzy (/user/Dogs are fuzzy) mrules

Feb 16 · 09:53:11 AM (/comments/1634356/65538608#comment_65538608)

Recommended 2 times

Collect all such recordings you can. They’ll be devastating at election time.



(/user/Jaidee)

[new]


Jaidee (/user/Jaidee) Dogs are fuzzy

Feb 16 · 04:56:03 PM (/comments/1634356/65544709#comment_65544709)

Recommended 1 time

I was thinking the same thing. Bring charged cell phones and extra battery
charger or camcorders/recording devices.



(/user/EastcoastChick)

[new]


EastcoastChick (/user/EastcoastChick) Feb 16 · 08:50:09 AM (/comments/1634356/65537972#comment_65537972)

Recommended 15 times

Wait!  Is that a pic of republicans fist bumping?  I thought fist bumping was only for terrorists, or
gang members or thugs?  Or does it mean something different when white men do it? Sorry, I
forget my right wing memes.

(/user/Hadida)

[new]


Hadida (/user/Hadida) EastcoastChick

Feb 16 · 09:43:04 AM (/comments/1634356/65538508#comment_65538508)

Recommended 4 times

Good catch! I remember the brouhaha over the Obamas’ fist
bump! www.huffingtonpost.com/... (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/news/obama-
terrorist-fist-jab/)



(/user/Belle Ame)

[new]


Belle Ame (/user/Belle Ame) EastcoastChick

Feb 16 · 12:15:39 PM (/comments/1634356/65541157#comment_65541157)

Recommended 1 time

Write this helpful acronym on a sticky note and put it on your computer as a reminder:

IOKIYAR



(/user/lilolelady)

[new]


lilolelady (/user/lilolelady) Belle Ame

Feb 17 · 11:35:03 PM (/comments/1634356/65560124#comment_65560124)

Recommended 0 times

???



(/user/Tarby)

[new]


Tarby (/user/Tarby) EastcoastChick

Feb 16 · 12:42:35 PM (/comments/1634356/65541592#comment_65541592)

Recommended 3 times

I thought the same thing!  “ Terrorist fist bump”

Just like Michelle Obama showing her (beautiful) shoulders was inappropriate, But
Melania Trump’s naked, or “thonged” photos is all water under the bridge. The past. Let’s
move on, nothing to see here….



(/user/StillAmused)

[new]


StillAmused (/user/StillAmused) Feb 16 · 08:50:32 AM (/comments/1634356/65537977#comment_65537977)

Recommended 10 times

It’s Official: Tiny Penis Compensation Syndrome  now epidemic!

[new]
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(/user/anon004)
anon004 (/user/anon004) Feb 16 · 08:59:19 AM (/comments/1634356/65538067#comment_65538067)

Recommended 8 times

followed by a stop at 10 a.m. at Avalon Middle School where he will teach a civics
class

Which their teachers will then have to take a week away from normal instruction to correct with
actual facts all the “learning” the Congressman imparted.

Oh, and why is it that every time a Republican starts a sentence with “My liberal friends” you know
what’s going to follow is the truth turned upside down and inside out?

(/user/bill dog)

[new]


bill dog (/user/bill dog) anon004

Feb 16 · 10:11:11 AM (/comments/1634356/65538792#comment_65538792)

Recommended 1 time

Yeah and do you think he has any friends? Never mind Liberal friends.



(/user/novenator)

[new]


novenator (/user/novenator) Feb 16 · 09:02:15 AM (/comments/1634356/65538094#comment_65538094)

Recommended 6 times

Tea Party Town Hall Strategy (http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2009/08/tea-party-town-hall-
strategy-rattle-them-stand-up-and-shout.php) in 2010: "Rattle Them," "Stand Up And Shout" |
TPMDC

(/user/ornery dem)

[new]


ornery dem (/user/ornery dem) Feb 16 · 09:03:35 AM (/comments/1634356/65538104#comment_65538104)

Recommended 7 times

Teach a civics class? TEACH A CIVICS CLASS? I keep telling y’all, they don’t get irony. But surely some
parent of one of those kids gets it? ASK QUESTIONS, KIDS! (Just don’t believe the answers.)

(/user/Pilotshark)

[new]


Pilotshark (/user/Pilotshark) Feb 16 · 09:11:18 AM (/comments/1634356/65538194#comment_65538194)

Recommended 5 times

“Concealed carry permit holders most welcome - don’t forget your ammo.”

so your CC people need some help to remember to bring AMMO?

betting the women CC  guns are loaded and unlike your side are not shooting blanks.

(/user/abner3334)

[new]


abner3334 (/user/abner3334) Feb 16 · 09:12:50 AM (/comments/1634356/65538205#comment_65538205)

Recommended 5 times

So people are allowed to bring concealed guns into his meeting? Hmmmm

(/user/rflctammt)

[new]


rflctammt (/user/rflctammt) Feb 16 · 09:15:02 AM (/comments/1634356/65538226#comment_65538226)

Recommended 12 times

More of this, please.  As in, “Please, Governor, proceed.”

Nothing solidifies and motivates a group like a all-out open threat of violence to the heart of a
movement.  And, GOP lily-livered invertebrates must be figuring out that women are the heart of
this anti-tRump movement.  Why else would they be so afraid of them?

Not many men want to live in a world without them, (whatever they may say.)  They’re gonna rue
the day they put a p*ssy grabber in charge. 

(/user/Zhiemie)

[new]


Zhiemie (/user/Zhiemie) Feb 16 · 09:17:23 AM (/comments/1634356/65538248#comment_65538248)
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Recommended 6 times

These “tough” guys are like the “heros” in Dallas when the terrorist was shooting police. The police
ran into fire while the well-armed, right to carry crew ran as fast and far away from the action as
they could. Your politician is a thug and a coward. Guys like that seem eager to cast our Society
back to a much earlier time. They have no idea what the end of their efforts to sow fear and hatred
will grow. We’re seeing it in Washington with a mad, incompetent at the helm.Their philosophy is
simple: might makes right. The truth is that right makes might. Watch out thugs, don’t be deceived: 
kindness and reason are not synonyms for weakness.

(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) Feb 16 · 09:20:06 AM (/comments/1634356/65538274#comment_65538274)

Recommended 9 times

Normally I’d write this off as the rantings of a delusional crank and fascist, but I fully expect this
administration to do such things. It appears that they already have, seeding peaceful protestors
with planted agents provacateur to engage in violence that can be use to shut down peaceful
protests and arrest peaceful protesters and justify preventing future peaceful protests from being
held. And this is just the start.

They’re going to send thugs to disrupt town hall and progressive meetings, they’re going to arrest
people just sitting around discussing politics, they’re going to have people beat up and intimidated,
they’re going to burn cars and homes and send threatening letters and powder-filled packages.
Obviously it’ll come from way outside the administration, but someone in or connected to it is
going to coordinate all this. They’re copying the Nixon playbook to a T.

I also suspect that they’re going to try to copy the Putin playbook, like arresting actual political and
progressive leaders, such as leading Dems, the heads of the ACLU, PP, EL, Sierra Club, NRDC,
bloggers, journalists, activists, celebrities, writers, intellectuals, etc. They may even try to take this
even further, if you know what I mean.

These people are dead fucking serious, this is their end game, they’ve been planning and waiting
for this for decades, and they’re going to pull out all the stops and go all the way, and they’re either
going to succeed, or they’re going to go down in massive flames. I’m betting on the latter, but we
can’t let our guard down as being vigilant and each doing what we (lawfully) can is the only way to
stop them.

(/user/rflctammt)

[new]


rflctammt (/user/rflctammt) kovie

Feb 16 · 12:25:00 PM (/comments/1634356/65541292#comment_65541292)

Recommended 3 times

You’re right on some of this, Kovie.  But I think you’re giving them too much credit.  They
stumbled into this much more than they’ve been planning it for decades.  And, barring
them instigating an end-of-the-world or apocalyptic type catastrophe (which is,
unfortunately, entirely possible) they WILL go down in flames.  

This is still America.  There may be stupid Americans.  Even a lot of them.  But the idea of
America is not stupid.  They will not succeed, either way.  They will fail or we will all fail.  

It’s up to us, I guess.



(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) rflctammt

Feb 16 · 12:29:23 PM (/comments/1634356/65541367#comment_65541367)

Recommended 2 times

I think that some HAVE been planning this for decades. But even then, it seems
more like the workings of a Unabomber-type mind than that of a Putin or even
Cheney. This is the B Team, or even the C or D Team. Their A Team lost under
Bush, and they’ve been desperately trying to get that back.



(/user/rflctammt)

[new]


rflctammt (/user/rflctammt) kovie

Feb 16 · 12:49:10 PM (/comments/1634356/65541702#comment_65541702)

Ha — there is something to be grateful for!  I’ve thought a couple of
times how damn lucky we are that this guy is a narcissist first and a
sociopath down the list a bit.  And though his personal Darth Vader is
clearly wacko and belongs to the dark side, he is reckless, and does not
possess the cold, calculating pure evil of Darth Cheney.  Definitely C
Team.

(And, of course, after the Bush/Cheney disaster, we’re all a little more
wary of such obvious partnerships.)  The problem for the GOP was that
nobody expected this clown to get elected, so they didn’t have their A
game ready.  Lucky for us.

As much of a nightmare as this is, and it surely is, I am optimistic that
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Recommended 3 times

they will (already are) reveal their evil intent to enough of the country
before they can tighten the noose.  Can’t hold all those aces he was
dealt (and the ones he brought with him) without giving his hand away.
 What an idiot.

(/user/athenap)

[new]


athenap (/user/athenap) rflctammt

Feb 16 · 04:00:03 PM (/comments/1634356/65544116#comment_65544116)

Recommended 4 times

This team’s greed prevents them from being a team at all.
Right now, they’re all bouncing in the same general direction,
but the egos won’t let that go on for too long—the cracks are
starting, and what little brains exist in that outfit are going to
be divided between the naked emperor and looting what they
can for their own getaways. And the minute the Trump brand
reaches critical downward velocity, this game is no longer
going to be fun no matter how many Bannon Wormtongues
whisper into his ears. I’m just curious on what the exit strategy
will end up being.



(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) rflctammt

Feb 16 · 05:18:40 PM (/comments/1634356/65544935#comment_65544935)

Recommended 1 time

It just occurred to me that I might regret that Unabomber
comparison given that Trump is not that much less out there
on the batshit conspiracy theorist crackpot scale—and we
know they like blowing things up.

And Don Trumpinski has nukes.



(/user/rflctammt)

[new]


rflctammt (/user/rflctammt) kovie

Feb 16 · 06:29:26 PM (/comments/1634356

/65545738#comment_65545738)

Recommended 1 time

Somehow, I keep harboring a tiny little hope that
Obama, Biden, and a few of the sharper generals got
together and figured out a secret doomsday safety
switch...some kind of delay that forces the button
pusher to have to pass a bunch of tests and go before
a tribunal before he can activate the nukes…

hey, wait a minute... 



(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) rflctammt

Feb 16 · 08:31:08 PM (/comments/1634356

/65546864#comment_65546864)

Recommended 1 time

Like a Rubik’s Cube having to be solved
before being able to push the button?



(/user/Champurrado)

[new]


Champurrado (/user/Champurrado) Feb 16 · 09:25:45 AM (/comments/1634356/65538336#comment_65538336)

Recommended 1 time

Wonder Twin powers, ACTIVATE!

(/user/Hadida)

[new]


Hadida (/user/Hadida) Feb 16 · 09:28:38 AM (/comments/1634356/65538370#comment_65538370)

“a stop at 10 a.m. at Avalon Middle School where he will teach a civics class”  

Sweet Lord, talk about a lesson in incognizance! 
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Recommended 5 times

(/user/Clio2)

[new]


Clio2 (/user/Clio2) Hadida Feb 16 · 10:18:32 AM (/comments/1634356/65538906#comment_65538906)

Recommended 1 time

Peaceful protesters there could offer a counter-lesson on the First Amendment.


(/user/imhumanru)

[new]


imhumanru (/user/imhumanru) Feb 16 · 09:32:54 AM (/comments/1634356/65538404#comment_65538404)

Recommended 1 time

I wish I lived in Florida. I’d take off work just to go and go mano-a-mano with the Biker Pussies For
Trump.

(/user/RepublicanKos)

[new]


RepublicanKos (/user/RepublicanKos) Feb 16 · 09:37:13 AM (/comments/1634356/65538451#comment_65538451)

Recommended 7 times

Calling all pussy hats.  Make sure you counter by being armed to the teeth...with glitter.

(/user/athenap)

[new]


athenap (/user/athenap) RepublicanKos

Feb 16 · 04:00:50 PM (/comments/1634356/65544124#comment_65544124)

Recommended 1 time

Calling all knitters and crocheters—chainmail ponchos for the ladies, stat!



(/user/Benthic Guy)

[new]


Benthic Guy (/user/Benthic Guy) Feb 16 · 09:48:55 AM (/comments/1634356/65538573#comment_65538573)

Recommended 10 times

I am an older Floridian and I hate this irresponsible bill by the ignorant Gaetz.  Just called his
Pensacola office and spoke to the person who answered to relate my revulsion for the bill. Told
them I was not from California and the bill shows his ignorance of environmental issues.  Gaetz is
too young and obviously too ignorant to know of the great good that the EPA had done in
preserving and restoring environments around the country.  Also told them that not all Floridians
were in favor of every lunatic with a dollar having a gun and his call to have armed bikers at his
meeting is nothing more than bully tactics.

(/user/Benthic Guy)

[new]


Benthic Guy (/user/Benthic Guy) Benthic Guy

Feb 16 · 09:52:50 AM (/comments/1634356/65538603#comment_65538603)

Recommended 4 times

P.S. Northwest Florida is more like Alabama than the rest of Florida.



(/user/Clio2)

[new]


Clio2 (/user/Clio2) Benthic Guy Feb 16 · 10:19:09 AM (/comments/1634356/65538915#comment_65538915)

Recommended 0 times

Well done, thank you!


(/user/Amjobright12)

[new]


Amjobright12 (/user/Amjobright12) Feb 16 · 10:04:07 AM (/comments/1634356/65538704#comment_65538704)

Recommended 1 time

OMFG
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(/user/NYVegan)

[new]


NYVegan (/user/NYVegan) Feb 16 · 10:06:18 AM (/comments/1634356/65538733#comment_65538733)

Recommended 7 times

It’s a little hard to recognize Gaetz from his profile in the picture accompanying the article.  Here’s a
better view:

Matt Gaetz, in what I’m betting will not be his last photo in an orange
jumper

(/user/Clio2)

[new]


Clio2 (/user/Clio2) NYVegan Feb 16 · 10:20:11 AM (/comments/1634356/65538931#comment_65538931)

Recommended 0 times

Eek. 


(/user/Iberian)

[new]


Iberian (/user/Iberian) NYVegan

Feb 16 · 11:28:08 AM (/comments/1634356/65540389#comment_65540389)

Recommended 4 times

www.tampabay.com/… (http://www.tampabay.com/news/publicsafety/crime/lawmakers-
talk-of-mug-shot-raises-questions-about-dui-arrest/2166023)

But as it turns out, notoriety is about the worst consequence Gaetz, now
31, has faced from the DUI arrest.

He didn't have his license suspended for a year when he refused the
breath test — as Florida law dictates. And he didn't have that refusal used
against him in a criminal proceeding. Charges against Gaetz were
dismissed after events that included, among other things, the forced
resignation of the arresting officer.

• • •

It was the night before Halloween in 2008 when Gaetz, then 26, drove
back from the Swamp, a nightclub on Okaloosa Island. He drove a 2001
BMW SUV registered to his state senator dad.

This guy is textually the swamp



(/user/Jaidee)

[new]


Jaidee (/user/Jaidee) Iberian

Feb 16 · 04:46:43 PM (/comments/1634356/65544596#comment_65544596)

Recommended 1 time

Pond scum



(/user/Mayfly)

[new]


Mayfly (/user/Mayfly) Feb 16 · 10:16:53 AM (/comments/1634356/65538877#comment_65538877)
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Recommended 3 times

Those anti-woman “bikers” take a fearful risk in attending the Town Hall—the women likely will
laugh at them.

(/user/la motocycliste)

[new]


la motocycliste (/user/la motocycliste) Mayfly

Feb 16 · 11:05:48 AM (/comments/1634356/65539883#comment_65539883)

Recommended 5 times

(1) Not all “bikers” are men — although most women who ride call themselves
“motorcyclists” At present, women are 12-15% of all motorcyclists

(2) Not all “bikers” are right wingers. We are a community of varied political views

(3) Most “bikers” are upstanding citizens who do not intimidate our fellow citizens

(4) All non-riders who seek to intimidate their constituents with scary images of “bikers”
are contemptible jerks



(/user/Mayfly)

[new]


Mayfly (/user/Mayfly) la motocycliste

Feb 16 · 03:41:19 PM (/comments/1634356/65543906#comment_65543906)

Recommended 3 times

I admit my ignorance. The most publicized “bikers” I have heard of were men.
But, very likely that was a result of the media coverage.  PS,  A dear friend and
one of the bravest men I ever knew was a liberal biker in the 1960s-70s.



(/user/son of dad)

[new]


son of dad (/user/son of dad) la motocycliste

Feb 16 · 11:57:13 PM (/comments/1634356/65547859#comment_65547859)

Recommended 2 times

(5)All bikers who can't simply condemn attempts at intimidation are wankers



(/user/Michiganmitch)

[new]


Michiganmitch (/user/Michiganmitch) Feb 16 · 10:24:40 AM (/comments/1634356/65538992#comment_65538992)

Recommended 6 times

Despite my wife’s objections, I am calling Dave Trott’s (Mi 11) office today and telling them in the
event that he EVER has a real, face to face townhall, that I am intending to bring my .308 rifle since
Dave is such a 2nd Amendment kind of guy and this is an open carry state. 

(/user/Sura 109)

[new]


Sura 109 (/user/Sura 109) Feb 16 · 10:28:45 AM (/comments/1634356/65539041#comment_65539041)

Recommended 3 times

"My liberal friends should know that not every gathering of Republicans exercising their rights is
dangerous."

The whole point of carrying a weapon is to be dangerous.

(/user/Mrsanders2)

[new]


Mrsanders2 (/user/Mrsanders2) Sura 109

Feb 16 · 10:45:03 AM (/comments/1634356/65539334#comment_65539334)

Recommended 4 times

If it isn’t dangerous than why does this scared little boy fell the need to invite “Bikers” and
“Militia” to protect him ? So the republicans exercising their rights are ok, but the Liberal
women are dangerous? What an idiot.



(/user/susans)

[new]


susans (/user/susans) Feb 16 · 10:34:24 AM (/comments/1634356/65539127#comment_65539127)

Recommended 0 times

Posted to FB calling Gaetz scared.
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(/user/rflctammt)

[new]


rflctammt (/user/rflctammt) susans

Feb 16 · 12:27:44 PM (/comments/1634356/65541333#comment_65541333)

Recommended 1 time

Notice how many of these tRump azz-licker’s names sound like former Nazi generals?



(/user/forestkitty)

[new]


forestkitty (/user/forestkitty) Feb 16 · 10:36:39 AM (/comments/1634356/65539168#comment_65539168)

Recommended 2 times

These congresspeople who are hiding from their constituents may be unhappy if someone gets
hurt and they discover that the injured person is also a popular figure in their community, not a
“paid protestor” as they keep telling everyone.  It's a wide assortment of marchers with a wide
assortment of protests and they’re all peaceful.

(/user/Mrsanders2)

[new]


Mrsanders2 (/user/Mrsanders2) Feb 16 · 10:42:14 AM (/comments/1634356/65539278#comment_65539278)

Recommended 2 times

Another brave patriot, scarred by the treatment he received from his mommy as a child.

 Calling out “Bikers” and “Militia” to intimidate women, if it wasn’t dangerous it would be hilarious!

It IS however dangerous, the demented attitude of these “big strong men”, along with the fact that
they will bring firearms to a public event is a recipe for disaster. All because the congress”man” is
afraid to face his constituents?  I pray that no one gets hurt.

(/user/certainot)

[new]


certainot (/user/certainot) Feb 16 · 11:09:01 AM (/comments/1634356/65539954#comment_65539954)

Recommended 2 times

for floridians looking to protest, here are 5 schools supporting 20 limbaugh stations
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2017/01/27/1625471/-These-88-universities-are-Trump-allies-
Students-and-scientists-can-protest-right-on-campus)

 Florida 10, Florida St. 4 Miami 2, South Florida 2, Central Florida 2

i don’t know if any of those schools are in that jerk’s district but i am sure that all those limbaugh
stations support him and his stand against nasty women

(/user/Hellcat1031)

[new]


Hellcat1031 (/user/Hellcat1031) Feb 16 · 11:12:51 AM (/comments/1634356/65540043#comment_65540043)

Recommended 0 times

Yeah, I hate to break it to the “Right, Honorable Dip-Shit”, but does he think only his side exercises
its 2nd Amendment Rights AND packs heat?

SMFH—or, as Daffy Duck and Bugs Bunny would say, “What a maroon!”

(/user/vladi)

[new]


vladi (/user/vladi) Feb 16 · 11:15:31 AM (/comments/1634356/65540098#comment_65540098)

Recommended 2 times

Who the fuck votes for these assholes?

(/user/Mirelle)

[new]


Mirelle (/user/Mirelle) vladi Feb 16 · 03:13:44 PM (/comments/1634356/65543631#comment_65543631)

Recommended 0 times

f**king assholes.


(/user/Gooserock)

[new]


Gooserock (/user/Gooserock) Mirelle

Feb 16 · 04:24:08 PM (/comments/1634356/65544375#comment_65544375)

Recommended 0 times

And that attitude is why we’re a trace element in the United States.
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(/user/Mirelle)

[new]


Mirelle (/user/Mirelle) Gooserock

Feb 17 · 03:09:20 PM (/comments/1634356/65556205#comment_65556205)

Recommended 0 times

Speak for yourself Gooserock.  I am not sure what attitude you are
referring to?  The one that when I state something as fact,
which requires documentation, I provide that documentation?  



(/user/Iberian)

[new]


Iberian (/user/Iberian) Feb 16 · 11:24:27 AM (/comments/1634356/65540297#comment_65540297)

Recommended 4 times

The way to get at this guy is to work Pensacola and all the tourist coastal cities. Call businesses and
ask if they are in favor of doing away with the EPA and what effect that would have on the beaches,
on discharges of residues, dumping, on clean beaches on competition in the use of chemicals. Talk
about real state prices going down. Talk about emission from the military bases.

This guy is centered in an urban area. He can get hit about all this if we make the effort

(/user/Baphomet)

[new]


Baphomet (/user/Baphomet) Iberian

Feb 17 · 10:38:16 AM (/comments/1634356/65552431#comment_65552431)

Recommended 0 times

Plus! this is Florida. The odd turd floating by in the river is just part of the ambiance.
Besides, any cleanup makes the St. Johns river look even worse.



(/user/nilso)

[new]


nilso (/user/nilso) Feb 16 · 11:32:44 AM (/comments/1634356/65540487#comment_65540487)

Recommended 1 time

If the bikers and militia are bring guns, it is *crucial* that the protesters bring their cameras and
phones, and upload as much footage as they can. The news media cannot be trusted to cover this
properly; indeed, they may be excluded.

(/user/siesmann)

[new]


siesmann (/user/siesmann) Feb 16 · 11:47:01 AM (/comments/1634356/65540706#comment_65540706)

Recommended 1 time

Republicanism means anti-women,anti-poor and violent intimidation. They choose people with IQ
below 80 as their leaders.

(/user/tossthedice)

[new]


tossthedice (/user/tossthedice) Feb 16 · 12:00:43 PM (/comments/1634356/65540915#comment_65540915)

Recommended 1 time

This douche better hire some food testers or I think he might come face to face with some nasty
industrial chemicals in his chow at some point. Frankly, it’d be a triumph of karma/poetic justice in
my book. 

(/user/cissie207)

[new]


cissie207 (/user/cissie207) Feb 16 · 12:03:26 PM (/comments/1634356/65540963#comment_65540963)

Recommended 3 times

Has every republican gone insane?  Congressmen threatening their constituents?  Only a month
and already Trump has unleashed the insane in congress.
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(/user/CharlieDoc1)

[new]


CharlieDoc1 (/user/CharlieDoc1) Feb 16 · 12:18:34 PM (/comments/1634356/65541203#comment_65541203)

Recommended 1 time

God I wish I lived in No. Florida I`d go let them try to intimidate a disabled Vet if there are any
exservice men in their group undoubtedly they were cooks or clerks real men know about honor
and duty and its not honorable to threaten ladies

(/user/WillowTCollie)

[new]


WillowTCollie (/user/WillowTCollie) Feb 16 · 12:19:09 PM (/comments/1634356/65541216#comment_65541216)

Recommended 3 times

Whoever runs against him should use this shit in advertisements. 

(/user/TECooper)

[new]


TECooper (/user/TECooper) Feb 16 · 12:38:00 PM (/comments/1634356/65541506#comment_65541506)

Recommended 1 time

Again proving what I’ve always believed—that only cowards carry guns.

(/user/Azubia)

[new]


Azubia (/user/Azubia) Feb 16 · 12:45:03 PM (/comments/1634356/65541636#comment_65541636)

Recommended 3 times

The bikers I know would never intimidate a woman in such a situation, because it would look
cowardly, and well, beneath them. 

Maybe Gaetz’s bikers are paid protestors. Or maybe they are just posing as bikers. Or maybe
Gaetz’s is full of alternative facts.

(/user/eddie273273)

[new]


eddie273273 (/user/eddie273273) Azubia

Feb 17 · 10:37:31 AM (/comments/1634356/65552418#comment_65552418)

Recommended 1 time

Gaetz’s bikers are probably all law enforcement and law enforcement groupies/wanna
be’s  . The lowest of the low . Real bikers spit on these scum .



(/user/Colorado Blue)

[new]


Colorado Blue (/user/Colorado Blue) Feb 16 · 12:47:01 PM (/comments/1634356/65541667#comment_65541667)

Recommended 2 times

I cannot believe that Florida residents want to get rid of the EPA!  For pete’s sake, Florida is home
to some incredible animals and plants and also, extremely vulnerable to climate change.

Additionally, Florida is suffering from an incursion of salt water into the freshwater table.  

I could write a book but you get the picture.

This is all insane and it’s heartbreaking.

(/user/Gooserock)

[new]


Gooserock (/user/Gooserock) Colorado Blue

Feb 16 · 04:22:48 PM (/comments/1634356/65544363#comment_65544363)

Recommended 1 time

Why would they, the whole coast is riddled with yacht canal developments, there’s a lot of
resident and retiree money that wants the environment defeated down there not
fostered.



(/user/Withstand)

[new]


Withstand (/user/Withstand) Feb 16 · 01:09:57 PM (/comments/1634356/65542014#comment_65542014)

They are not very original, on inauguration, the call was a “wall of meat” to protect from the
protesters and the  Women’s Walk. Wish we could set up local polls as to how popular these
legislators actions are. Don’t believe a word. Know I have repeatedly protested and let my local
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Recommended 1 time

Republicans know my opposition to the shit they are doing and my opinion is discounted to “shrill
voices” and “California”.

(/user/Subterra)

[new]


Subterra (/user/Subterra) Feb 16 · 01:18:54 PM (/comments/1634356/65542137#comment_65542137)

Recommended 0 times

I wish I lived in this coward’s district, I’d go for sure to help drown out the little men who need guns
to augment their masculinity.

(/user/Barbara Hood)

[new]


Barbara Hood (/user/Barbara Hood) Feb 16 · 01:23:53 PM (/comments/1634356/65542197#comment_65542197)

Recommended 4 times

Manly boys ready to beat up women! Violent men are usually lacking in certain physical attributes.
 A big automatic weapon becomes the substitute.   Pepper spray ladies! 

(/user/DeadeyeDick)

[new]


DeadeyeDick (/user/DeadeyeDick) Feb 16 · 01:43:52 PM (/comments/1634356/65542498#comment_65542498)

Recommended 1 time

… Guess the “ big, strong men “ need “ teckshun from the nasty wimmen-snowflake-folk “ !

Pretty obvious where they ‘ think ‘ they’d ‘ like ‘ to take the conversation in this country.  — ralph

(/user/snapples)

[new]


snapples (/user/snapples) Feb 16 · 01:51:18 PM (/comments/1634356/65542594#comment_65542594)

Recommended 2 times

What a wimp!  The little congressmen needs bikers & people w/ guns strapped to their bodies to
protect him from his lady constituents.

Pathetic.  Get up there, & do your job.  Geez….maybe your mommy will come & you can hide
behind her,  Mr  Gaetz. 

(/user/Cocob)

[new]


Cocob (/user/Cocob) Feb 16 · 03:34:51 PM (/comments/1634356/65543842#comment_65543842)

Recommended 1 time

The real problem is if their base agrees with them. 

(/user/nannyboz)

[new]


nannyboz (/user/nannyboz) Feb 16 · 04:07:40 PM (/comments/1634356/65544201#comment_65544201)

Recommended 1 time

I left him a message on his FB page to be careful because I used to live in his district and know for a
fact that most of the women there conceal carry.  Bwaaaahaaa.  Then I called him a spineless
coward because it felt good.

(/user/anjaspapa)

[new]


anjaspapa (/user/anjaspapa) Feb 16 · 04:16:48 PM (/comments/1634356/65544298#comment_65544298)

Recommended 0 times

Sounds like such a sweetheart! Least he’s actually planning to HAVE his two(?) town halls. He could
be like our Senators and “visit” all 99 counties — and schedule events in out-of-the-way places
where he (and she) is assured of getting a friendly (and ticketed) audience. Oh, yeah; did I mention
one needs a ticket to his events? I don’t know that our Rep has scheduled any meetings, but there
will be a few of us at his local office, anyway. I don’t find any listed, not even on his webpage.

(/user/Gooserock)

[new]


Gooserock (/user/Gooserock) anjaspapa

Feb 16 · 04:21:18 PM (/comments/1634356/65544346#comment_65544346)
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Recommended 0 times

Sure he’s holding one. You organize it, publicize it, invite the media, if he won’t attend you
do it anyway, video it, send the video to any media that didn’t attend and to him.

One district is going to do it in NY, just diaried yesterday.

The best resistance is OFFENSE.

Just be sure to have some security and crowd control arrangements in case of disrupters
etc.

(/user/EmmaLib)

[new]


EmmaLib (/user/EmmaLib) Feb 16 · 04:16:59 PM (/comments/1634356/65544300#comment_65544300)

Recommended 1 time

Cowards cowering from grannies and women, who come unarmed.  While they are unarmed, they
are armed with the facts, that everything the GOP touches sucks and is destroyed.  If you value FL,
clean water and air, and your health insurance you better get your backsides to those town hall
meetings!  They lie when they tell you all of the people who are for America’s destruction, it’s only a
handful of the 1%.

(/user/Gooserock)

[new]


Gooserock (/user/Gooserock) Feb 16 · 04:19:03 PM (/comments/1634356/65544322#comment_65544322)

Recommended 0 times

Stand Your Ground state too.

(/user/rajastrums)

[new]


rajastrums (/user/rajastrums) Feb 16 · 04:22:26 PM (/comments/1634356/65544357#comment_65544357)

Recommended 0 times

Jeez… People should show up in Nazi SS uniforms to mock them. They’d probably be too dense to
get it.

(/user/Jaidee)

[new]


Jaidee (/user/Jaidee) Feb 16 · 04:24:53 PM (/comments/1634356/65544386#comment_65544386)

Recommended 0 times

The women of Florida aren't afraid of pests like mosquitoes, cockroaches, and fire ants: these tools
are just more of the same. I wish them well.

(/user/jazzmaniac)

[new]


jazzmaniac (/user/jazzmaniac) Feb 16 · 04:26:26 PM (/comments/1634356/65544403#comment_65544403)

Recommended 1 time

Good Lord what an asshole.  But he’s still got more courage than my Rep., “Back Door Pete”
Roskam, who doesn’t even hold town halls.

(/user/Schtiq)

[new]


Schtiq (/user/Schtiq) Feb 16 · 04:34:03 PM (/comments/1634356/65544479#comment_65544479)

Recommended 1 time

I say let ‘em come, let it be filmed, and let the scene of bikers forming a wall against women
protesting be shown far and wide. Even if peaceful, the image of burly bikers standing guard for
Republicans is great PR for Democrats. This moran even says “not every” republican gathering is
dangerous! Really — not EVERY one? That’s good to know, LOL!

(/user/Pariah Dog)

[new]


Pariah Dog (/user/Pariah Dog) Feb 16 · 04:48:41 PM (/comments/1634356/65544625#comment_65544625)

Recommended 0 times

HEY! Re: the picture up top. Is that Ryan and… some other a-hole giving a Terrorist Fist Jab???
(https://www.theguardian.com/media/2008/jun/13/television.barackobama)

Anyone ever notice that these Thug jerks first mock another group’s moves, and later on adopt
them.

Must be hard to always want to be one of the cool kids and never quite make it.
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(/user/Joehio)

[new]


Joehio (/user/Joehio) Feb 16 · 04:50:01 PM (/comments/1634356/65544642#comment_65544642)

Recommended 0 times

Reading his FB page, he looks like your typical paranoid right wing crackpot to me.

He wants to abolish the EPA, defund the UN, calls Obama a sellout, etc

Calling in armed bikers to his rally? These kind of people (R or D) scare me.

(/user/Isotope217)

[new]


Isotope217 (/user/Isotope217) Feb 16 · 04:58:05 PM (/comments/1634356/65544731#comment_65544731)

Recommended 0 times

These cowards are ridiculous with their thinly veiled threats of violence….”Bring ammo”!
Seriously..What a man baby. True patriots will peacefully protect this country through use of free
speech and peaceful protest. Patriot Terrorists will continue to “bring ammo” to protect their
second amendment rights and fragile ego. Yes, by terrorists I mean white males with weapons. 

(/user/Codder)

[new]


Codder (/user/Codder) Feb 16 · 05:07:04 PM (/comments/1634356/65544829#comment_65544829)

Recommended 0 times

Those armed thugs should check for job hires in Russia. They have open spots on their Ukrainian
tour busses.

(/user/Amjobright12)

[new]


Amjobright12 (/user/Amjobright12) Feb 16 · 05:07:14 PM (/comments/1634356/65544831#comment_65544831)

Recommended 0 times

Won't that be a wonderful optic? Are these people really that stupid

(/user/observer1041)

[new]


observer1041 (/user/observer1041) Feb 16 · 05:13:49 PM (/comments/1634356/65544898#comment_65544898)

Recommended 0 times

this matt gaetz is a repulsive excuse for a man. Is there no decency in our public servants
anymore?

(/user/CSchmitz60)

[new]


CSchmitz60 (/user/CSchmitz60) Feb 16 · 05:17:35 PM (/comments/1634356/65544922#comment_65544922)

Oh, your image is showing them doing a terrorist fist jab. Shameful.

Remember the flak when President Obama and Michelle bumped fists together? It was called a
terrorist fist jab.

From The New Yorker, July 21, 2008.
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Recommended 2 times

(/user/CathyM)

[new]


CathyM (/user/CathyM) Feb 16 · 05:26:32 PM (/comments/1634356/65545026#comment_65545026)

Recommended 0 times

Meanwhile in UT:

Ben Winslow Verified account @BenWinslow (https://twitter.com/BenWinslow)

NEW: @UtahGOP (https://twitter.com/UtahGOP) asking #Utah (https://twitter.com
/hashtag/Utah?src=hash)'s congressional leaders to delay town hall meeting due to
"acts of intimidation and violence." #utpol (https://twitter.com/hashtag
/utpol?src=hash)

(/user/CathyM)

[new]


CathyM (/user/CathyM) CathyM

Feb 16 · 05:28:31 PM (/comments/1634356/65545041#comment_65545041)

Recommended 1 time



(/user/CSchmitz60)

[new]


CSchmitz60 (/user/CSchmitz60) Feb 16 · 05:33:55 PM (/comments/1634356/65545090#comment_65545090)

Crap, the times for the town hall events in Iowa are either during work and I can’t take an early
break (10 minutes), or out of my county. I’m at work at 6:30 a.m. Crap, crap, crap. This was
deliberate. I just know it. Chickens.

Bwok, bwok, bwok.
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Recommended 1 time

(/user/delver)

[new]


delver (/user/delver) Feb 16 · 06:04:14 PM (/comments/1634356/65545451#comment_65545451)

Recommended 0 times

Well let's keep an eye on this.

(/user/RumsfeldResign)

[new]


RumsfeldResign (/user/RumsfeldResign) Feb 16 · 06:28:43 PM (/comments/1634356/65545727#comment_65545727)

Recommended 0 times

Do I see a Terrorist fist bump????

(/user/YellerDog)

[new]


YellerDog (/user/YellerDog) Feb 16 · 08:51:47 PM (/comments/1634356/65546998#comment_65546998)

Recommended 2 times

Will he be handing out Brown Shirts as a door prize or just selling them in the lobby?

(http://photobucket.com/)

(/user/entropicdecline)

[new]


entropicdecline (/user/entropicdecline) Feb 16 · 09:57:40 PM (/comments/1634356/65547402#comment_65547402)

Recommended 0 times

Liberals and lefties should bring their own guns too. Republivermin scum think the Second
Amendment applies to them. If you live in trumpistan consider packing if you aren't already.

(/user/floradora)

[new]


floradora (/user/floradora) Feb 17 · 08:07:32 AM (/comments/1634356/65550361#comment_65550361)

Recommended 0 times

wow! “Girls” scaring big bad boy! That’s a real switch.

On the other hand...maybe some of those biker bodyguards are real hotties??? Great of the
congressman to sponsor a dating meet and greet for us lonely feminists! How thoughtful of him…

(/user/mj54)

[new]


mj54 (/user/mj54) Feb 17 · 08:40:06 AM (/comments/1634356/65550907#comment_65550907)
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Recommended 0 times

These bikers are giving real bikers a bad name. These are bullies.

(/user/TGREEN)

[new]


TGREEN (/user/TGREEN) mj54 Feb 17 · 11:07:02 AM (/comments/1634356/65552925#comment_65552925)

Recommended 0 times

They are armed bullies.


(/user/RawOyster)

[new]


RawOyster (/user/RawOyster) Feb 17 · 09:30:40 AM (/comments/1634356/65551539#comment_65551539)

Recommended 0 times

THE ONLY SOLUTION TO THE ISSUE OF HUMAN RIGHTS IS OBLIVION.

— Augusto Pinochet

(/user/Fred S)

[new]


Fred S (/user/Fred S) Feb 17 · 09:46:26 AM (/comments/1634356/65551727#comment_65551727)

Recommended 1 time

Mr. Gaetz sounds like a bully, but who in reality  is a coward. Lol.  What a pussy and a jerk!

(/user/eddie273273)

[new]


eddie273273 (/user/eddie273273) Feb 17 · 10:29:37 AM (/comments/1634356/65552295#comment_65552295)

Recommended 1 time

Republicans hate America

Republicans hate Americans

Republicans hate freedom ……

because it terrifies them .

(/user/AntarcticIceMelt)

[new]


AntarcticIceMelt (/user/AntarcticIceMelt) Feb 17 · 10:50:24 AM (/comments/1634356/65552623#comment_65552623)

Recommended 0 times

Matt Gaetz @mattgaetz

Can't wait to see my #Bikers4Trump (https://twitter.com/hashtag/Bikers4Trump?src=hash)
friends!!! https://twitter.com/bernade88105031/status/831310359797579780 … (https://t.co
/9MUTbL1z3f)

Congressman Matt Gaetz of Northern Florida is clearly a Coward and a disgrace to the position!!!!

(/user/MichelleR)

[new]


MichelleR (/user/MichelleR) Feb 17 · 11:01:16 AM (/comments/1634356/65552820#comment_65552820)

Recommended 0 times

It must be sad to feel so little that you have to call on bullies with guns to hold your ground.

Pathetic little man.  Ever powerful women.

(/user/TGREEN)

[new]


TGREEN (/user/TGREEN) Feb 17 · 11:06:31 AM (/comments/1634356/65552914#comment_65552914)

I hope your pleased with yourself, Gaetz, you apparently have no idea what it means to shut down
the EPA.  How is it you and the rest of the republicans can be so stupid as to pull a stunt like this?
 It’s obvious you have no understanding of how the planet works or what keeps it alive.  You have
no idea what it means to not have drinkable water, or what a shore line looks like with thousands
of dead fish.  And yet you think it is so cool to shut down the EPA.  Tell me, what are you going to
tell your gun toting buddies that there are no longer any animals that you can shoot for food or the
fun of it?  Have them shoot women who don’t like your thoughtlessness and wanton destruction of
the environment.  I’ve a better idea, Gaetz, why don’t you tell the good people of Florida how much
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the oil companies and other industries are paying you to remove the EPA because the EPA cuts into
their immediate returns?  Will you tell the people who depend on the tourist industry that the
lakes, streams, rivers, and coast lines are polluted and not fit for swimming in and the beaches are
covered with dead fish, plastic garbage, old car parts, and trees that died because the ground
water is so full of pollutents that it has become far too toxic to allow any kind of life?

Oh yeah, and when you have your little meetings with the people of your district are you going to
cheer on your biker buddies when they intimidate and/or start shooting the women who want
clean water?  Are you going to draw your pistol and start blazing away as well?  Do you guys put
notches on the handle of your guns when you make a clean kill, like Billy the Kid?  Will you cheer
when a baby in his mothers arms get its little head exploded by one of your high-power rounds
from a semi-automatic weapon? 

Tell me Gaetz, witch of these activities or actions will give you the best orgasm or the most
orgasms?

Have a good nights sleep, Gaetz.

(/user/Nightflyer)

[new]


Nightflyer (/user/Nightflyer) Feb 17 · 11:07:18 AM (/comments/1634356/65552933#comment_65552933)

Recommended 0 times

He wants his own private secret police, of course...

(/user/frieda)

[new]


frieda (/user/frieda) Feb 17 · 11:11:21 AM (/comments/1634356/65552994#comment_65552994)

Recommended 0 times

Declaring all-out war on the opposition, especially when that opposition is at least half of the
citizens of your country ISN’T Patriotism it’s the opposite and needs to be confronted not less but
more.  Even though it appears useless it isn't.   Every time we react to the dismantling of our rights
and freedoms we heap GODS Righteous indignation on this government that usurps the power of
the people for MONEY.

(/user/RobbyD)

[new]


RobbyD (/user/RobbyD) Feb 17 · 11:20:06 AM (/comments/1634356/65553153#comment_65553153)

Recommended 0 times

What are these fools going to do? Open fire on their fellow Americans? Why not just show up
nekkid so we can all see how little their dicks are...

(/user/grannygrey50)

[new]


grannygrey50 (/user/grannygrey50) Feb 17 · 11:22:03 AM (/comments/1634356/65553181#comment_65553181)

Recommended 1 time

I lived up there for a while and it is known as LA (Lower Alabama), and it is NOT meant ‘nicely’.
 Election one year, everyone got new registration cards.  We thought something was strange and
when we went to vote, a number of us Democrats found out we hadn’t lost our minds.  The new
cards put us in weird precincts nowhere near where we lived.  Several guys had been sent to the
opposite end of the county..and we had stood in line for over an hour, got to the desk, and were
told we were NOT in that precinct..even though our cards showed we were.  So, we all wound up at
the Elections supervisor’s office.  It was NOT a friendly group there…  The supervisor was ‘NOT
AVAILABLE, but her staff found where we all belonged; we were back four blocks from our
house..and BACK iN LINE..and we stayed in line.  Matt is the type of person that would encourage
this type of behavior; he pulled some serious stunts in the Destin area with the airport, and also
stepped in it with a couple of other things.  His daddy had been a representative at the same time
for a while...and some lines were crossed.  Daddy was much more intelligent and ‘reasonabole’ that
Matt.  Matt is a ‘tea party toadie’...and actually has money behind him..from Daddy..

(/user/agitatorrabbit)

[new]


agitatorrabbit (/user/agitatorrabbit) Feb 17 · 11:31:04 AM (/comments/1634356/65553332#comment_65553332)

If you check out the “bikers for trump” twitter site linked in this story, you do see a definite lean
towards violent tendencies — “knuckle sandwiches”, “bring your guns and don’t forget the ammo”,
and such.  But as many poster below point out, they aint the only ones who are armed.  Some of us
“libs” have pretty impressive arsenals too.  But really, is this what we want it to come to?  1920’s
style Italian fascist-communist style brawls, this time with heavily armed combatants?  I’ve not been
in combat, but my dad and uncles were (WWII), and if they were still alive they’d beat your ass for
suggesting that this is an acceptable path for our democracy.  And Gaetz should be censured by
Congress for intimating that his biker buddies will be there to “protect” him.  If there is any need
for “protecting”, it should be done by the police, period.  Anyone showing up at these town halls
armed should be thrown out.  And I don’t give a shit about your concealed carry permit, you can
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shove it right up your wise ass.  We have far to  many supposedly grown men in this society
behaving like adolescent boys.  It’s getting sickening.    And, per the comments below about these
bikers just being poseurs, well, I know nothing about the biker culture, but when someone is trying
to tell you who they are, it’s best to listen.  So, if some “Hell’s Accountant” wants to pretend to be
some bad ass SA wannabe, I’m gonna keep my eye on his stupid ass (just as I would some young
kid who seems to want to make me believe he’s a gangbanger).  And, you might want to look at
some of the excellent historical analyses who the people who committed war crimes in Nazi
Germany were before the rise of the Nazi regime.   Quite a number of them were “professionals”
(doctors, lawyers, accountants, government officials, and other educated people).  So, let’s not
assume that the “Hells Accountant” is not potentially dangerous. 

(/user/Jesterman)

[new]


Jesterman (/user/Jesterman) Feb 17 · 11:51:14 AM (/comments/1634356/65553684#comment_65553684)

Recommended 0 times

None of his buddies had better have a wife or mother that they intend to intimidate it could go
very bad for them.

(/user/loueebee)

[new]


loueebee (/user/loueebee) Feb 17 · 11:57:14 AM (/comments/1634356/65553765#comment_65553765)

Recommended 0 times

Trump’s insanity must be catching! Violent threats are illegal,...aren’t they? Or, are evil political
bullies exempt from the law???!!!

(/user/James Reid)

[new]


James Reid (/user/James Reid) Feb 17 · 12:01:18 PM (/comments/1634356/65553826#comment_65553826)

Recommended 0 times

What an asshole

(/user/beatle61)

[new]


beatle61 (/user/beatle61) Feb 17 · 12:15:13 PM (/comments/1634356/65553994#comment_65553994)

Recommended 1 time

Why are republican men such pansies?

(/user/siesmann)

[new]


siesmann (/user/siesmann) Feb 17 · 12:17:37 PM (/comments/1634356/65554020#comment_65554020)

Recommended 0 times

Trump is not the only Republican who is unhinged.Whole Republican party is crazed.

(/user/chickenfarmerwood)

[new]


chickenfarmerwood (/user/chickenfarmerwood)

Feb 17 · 12:43:06 PM (/comments/1634356/65554365#comment_65554365)

Recommended 1 time

I know some of these bikers who travel in “packs” on weekends.  They are fairly well off men with a
deep down desire to be bad ass bikers but to them that is mostly weekend rides on their Harleys
and doing charity rides for some kid who likes bikes.  My late husband was a member of a group of
Vietman vets who were such bike riders.  It was a club for Vietnam vets and they happened to also
ride motorcycles.  That was their claim to biker fame.  The usually showed up for funerals for other
Vietnam vets.  I didn’t even ask for them for his funeral, just kept it simple and quiet like we had
talked about with just the family at the Veterans Cemetery.  Most of the real gang bikers have
ended up in prison, are dead or keep a low profile.  They are involved in drugs and prostitution like
many other gangs.  The Outlaws used to be big in the North Florida area.  About 15 years ago there
was a big effort to take down the Outlaws.  They had undercover operations in the club and took
down most of the leaders on drug, prostitution and murder charges.  They lost much of their luster
after that, at least around here. 

[new]
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(/user/IslandGuy) IslandGuy (/user/IslandGuy) Feb 17 · 01:19:45 PM (/comments/1634356/65554786#comment_65554786)

Recommended 0 times

What on earth is wrong with people?

Why do they keep voting these right wing wacko’s into office?

(/user/GeminiHawk)

[new]


GeminiHawk (/user/GeminiHawk) Feb 17 · 01:20:27 PM (/comments/1634356/65554799#comment_65554799)

Recommended 0 times

I guess “Dykes on Bikes” must make an appearance to scare these Dump bikers with their training
wheels. Dump’s groupies are crazier than he is.

(/user/mikebek)

[new]


mikebek (/user/mikebek) Feb 17 · 01:21:25 PM (/comments/1634356/65554814#comment_65554814)

Recommended 0 times

If there should be any shooting (certainly hope not), I know who I’d pick if a stray bullet has to hit
someone.

(/user/William L)

[new]


William L (/user/William L) Feb 17 · 01:56:48 PM (/comments/1634356/65555269#comment_65555269)

Recommended 0 times

These neo-fascist subhumans must be rounded up, tried, and either lobotomized, sterilized and
incarcerated at hard manual labor, or simply executed.  We should do to them as their
philosophical antecedents did to the Jews and Gypsies in Nazi Germany.  Exterminate them without
mercy.

(/user/dsnottselliott)

[new]


dsnottselliott (/user/dsnottselliott) Feb 17 · 02:32:06 PM (/comments/1634356/65555742#comment_65555742)

Recommended 0 times

My advice is to organize video – some recording the Congress Critter(and staff) and some recording
the crowd, including anyone outside.  In addition, if anyone has video cameras or can borrow one,
a few folks need to be outside in elevated positions to record goings on outside from different
angles.

That way, anyone pointing a gun or acting in a threatening manner (like putting their hand on it or
if carrying concealed displaying it) will be caught on tape.  Evidence.  Which can be used to press
charges of assault.

(/user/slappycd)

[new]


slappycd (/user/slappycd) Feb 17 · 02:47:36 PM (/comments/1634356/65555921#comment_65555921)

Recommended 0 times

Dumbass.  Don’t they know Florida will be (is) the first under water when the ice caps are gone.

(/user/dawuf)

[new]


dawuf (/user/dawuf) Feb 17 · 02:51:14 PM (/comments/1634356/65555967#comment_65555967)

Recommended 0 times

Bring glitter and throw it at them.
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(/user/Renee Istrim)

[new]


Renee Istrim (/user/Renee Istrim) Feb 17 · 03:19:30 PM (/comments/1634356/65556313#comment_65556313)

Recommended 0 times

Here I am in need of clarification.  Has Congressman Gaetz indicated why it is attending “Concealed
carry permit holders” need not “forget [their] ammo”?  Is Gaetz implying “Concealed carry permit
holders” may need to open fire on protestors?  If so, not indicated in the article is when Gaetz
considers doing so “justified”.

Putting all humor aside, Gaetz is frightening, leaving open whether suggesting shooting protestors
simply for protesting.  Whether intentionally or not, Gaetz is effectively suggesting to protestors to
come armed for self-defense.  With this, a “town hall” meeting carries the potential of a blood bath.

To what have matters come?!

(/user/Citrine2)

[new]


Citrine2 (/user/Citrine2) Feb 17 · 03:46:11 PM (/comments/1634356/65556599#comment_65556599)

Recommended 0 times

What a scumbag!  I’d love to see his biker friends turn on him

(/user/Justwondrin)

[new]


Justwondrin (/user/Justwondrin) Feb 17 · 03:47:18 PM (/comments/1634356/65556615#comment_65556615)

Recommended 0 times

I was at the Women’s March in DC. The Bikers For Trump had one sign, and one guy begging for
reinforcements, as there were thousands of women “conversing” all around him.

(/user/fastermx)

[new]


fastermx (/user/fastermx) Feb 17 · 03:47:39 PM (/comments/1634356/65556618#comment_65556618)

Recommended 0 times

We’re now beginning to see why Republicans have pushed so hard over the years to keep the
population as heavily armed as possible. They already knew that our lowlife would eagerly grab for
guns, because of their own inadequate personalities. Owning a gun is called an “equalizer.” Which
tells us what we need to know.

It explains why Republicans have opposed even common-sense gun regulations. That might leave
out some of their biker friends who have committed gun-related crimes. It wasn’t entirely a motive
to support the greedy NRA. It was to have a private militia handy wherever they may roam.

Now, with more guns in private hands than the entire  U.S. population, it won’t matter where a
protest is to take place, they’ll have large numbers of people eager and willing to arrive fully armed
to intimidate the protesters. This event isn’t the last of this type that we’ll be seeing from now on.

The Republicans have, essentially, created a built in militia of their own, and it is both large and
nationwide.

Yeah, this fascist lawmaker really NEEDS protection from a bunch of women and grandmas.

He said “all are welcome.” But he also specifically invited the Joe 6-packs and bikers  to attend —
ARMED.

These people will be a formidable quasi-military for the new fascist state we’re in now.

(/user/Jimsee)

[new]


Jimsee (/user/Jimsee) Feb 17 · 04:14:45 PM (/comments/1634356/65556905#comment_65556905)

Recommended 0 times

Why don’t they really show their disapproval and vote the scumbag out of office.

(/user/iasuze)

[new]


iasuze (/user/iasuze) Feb 17 · 06:02:18 PM (/comments/1634356/65558042#comment_65558042)

Recommended 1 time

Too bad something of environmental horror can't happen to Donnie's Ol' White Boys Golf Club...

(/user/Seventies Man)

[new]


Seventies Man (/user/Seventies Man) Feb 17 · 06:10:38 PM (/comments/1634356/65558129#comment_65558129)
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People from the district should start contacting the new A.G. Sessions about this creeps veiled
threats. Record and video any contact or public forums with him. archive every tweet and email. 

This is a very dangerous man.

(/user/Oil the Poil)

[new]


Oil the Poil (/user/Oil the Poil) Feb 17 · 06:43:53 PM (/comments/1634356/65558465#comment_65558465)

Recommended 0 times

This man seriously wants to lose reelection. Pretty brave, huh?

(/user/fuipiti)

[new]


fuipiti (/user/fuipiti) Feb 17 · 07:25:51 PM (/comments/1634356/65558772#comment_65558772)

Recommended 2 times

VOTE HIM OUT, get some new blood that's not contaminated with the swamp. It might WORK and
show them that they work for THE PEOPLE AND MAKE AN EXAMPLE so the next one will do what
the majority wants in this case. Not by what he wants and get rich at the same time while the
People suffers the consequences of his own decisions.

(/user/bluestate69)

[new]


bluestate69 (/user/bluestate69) Feb 18 · 12:29:03 AM (/comments/1634356/65560241#comment_65560241)

Recommended 0 times

So this militia guy says, “make sure to bring your ammo”? And that is just republicans being
republicans? Now, what if one of the protestors said, “don’t forget to bring your guns, and most
importantly, your AMMO”? Do we not believe that would be plastered on Fox News 24/7? But
because they are republicans saying it, about killing protestors, then, well, its A-OK.

(/user/Rorytroy)

[new]


Rorytroy (/user/Rorytroy) Feb 18 · 06:35:55 AM (/comments/1634356/65561346#comment_65561346)

Recommended 1 time

I know this is going down to the Republican level but if I lived in the area where that Town Hall
meeting was being held I would gather about a dozen friends who own guns and show up with
signs on our shirts indication that we support those women. I would then challenge those militia
assholes to “settle this outside” and watch them leave with their tails between their legs.

(/user/sandyoestreich)

[new]


sandyoestreich (/user/sandyoestreich) Feb 18 · 08:06:10 AM (/comments/1634356/65562137#comment_65562137)

Recommended 0 times

I Really  feel bad for Matt's esteemed father, who’d been Florida’s Senate President, and actually
cared about education until he gerry-mandered. Had to go to court about that one, sadly.  We’d felt
good about Dad until he did that.

(what IS it that Florida GOP  etc is Drinking that makes them ditch all principles in order to try to
humiliate a sitting President Obama, and thus diss The Common Good ?)  What is this mass GOP
hysteria and Hate for doing their Jobs and for us—the Voters!  Like pimply adolescents throwing
tantrums against us.. what is going on here?  “It's a Disaster” , says trump.

..he’s right.  “The paranoids?  They Were right!”

(/user/TessStanding)

[new]


TessStanding (/user/TessStanding) Feb 18 · 09:03:23 AM (/comments/1634356/65562666#comment_65562666)

Recommended 0 times

Vote this guy out asap. He is no match for the strength and the values of the women coming to his
meetings. I hope one of them runs against him.

(/user/stonerose)

[new]


stonerose (/user/stonerose) Feb 18 · 10:31:58 AM (/comments/1634356/65563507#comment_65563507)

What has guns to do with a town meeting?

Obviously lots according to this article.

Let’s be sure to show the world how caring, intelligent, fair minded, progressive, involved in our
own government, interested in the truth, the real truth that is, and our desire to do ‘good’ , we are.
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Well some of us.

(/user/survivor7812)

[new]


survivor7812 (/user/survivor7812) Feb 18 · 11:10:45 AM (/comments/1634356/65563944#comment_65563944)

Recommended 0 times

Terrorist fist bump, indeed

attribution: Getty Images

(/user/Nekpen0039)

[new]


Nekpen0039 (/user/Nekpen0039) Feb 18 · 05:37:25 PM (/comments/1634356/65567809#comment_65567809)

Recommended 0 times

Gaetz and his trolls need to be reminded that they were all have mothers or had mothers (if
deceased ). Any one who disrespects a woman disrespects his mother. Any of his biker trolls who
intimidates any of those women, intimidates his mother, sister(s), daughter(s), wife, grando there
and all his female relatives and friends. They have nuked brains and can't analyze their actions. The
McConnells, Gaetzs,Chaffetzs and the Ryans in Congress are all power hungry wolves who should
be reminded they were elected to serve and not to intimidate. When the help misbehaves and
wants to become your boss, send them packing and that is what should happen in 2018. By the
way those of them who call themselves Christians should read all of John 13 at least the 17 verses
and Isaiah 29:13. They are just church goers period and those who pread to them are those
referred to in Isaiah 29:13.

(/user/okpkpkp)

[new]


okpkpkp (/user/okpkpkp) Feb 18 · 06:02:18 PM (/comments/1634356/65568006#comment_65568006)

Recommended 0 times

vote him out next election, flo.

(/user/AngelaNTaylor)

[new]


AngelaNTaylor (/user/AngelaNTaylor) Feb 19 · 06:10:19 AM (/comments/1634356/65570663#comment_65570663)

Recommended 0 times

Unfortunately I have an important appointment at the Orlando VA that day, but to those attending,
be assured that you’re not alone.  Organize!  Stand!  Demand Change!  RESIST! 

(/user/paradise50)

[new]


paradise50 (/user/paradise50) AngelaNTaylor

Feb 19 · 10:11:40 AM (/comments/1634356/65572607#comment_65572607)

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! We would like to share our site guidelines with you,
explained in the "Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road)." This
resource also describes our unique community moderation system, established to
encourage spirited but civil conversation.

If you have other questions about how to participate you can learn more at the the
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Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)

(/user/AngelaNTaylor)

[new]


AngelaNTaylor (/user/AngelaNTaylor) paradise50

Feb 20 · 09:06:12 AM (/comments/1634356/65580822#comment_65580822)

Recommended 0 times

I’m unsure what you’re trying to say… is my comment “inappropriate” somehow? 
I read the rules before posting.  As far as I know my post was in compliance with
those rules.  What am I missing? 



(/user/der Plaguenmeister)

[new]


der Plaguenmeister (/user/der Plaguenmeister)

Feb 19 · 07:40:49 AM (/comments/1634356/65571245#comment_65571245)

Recommended 0 times

Santa Rosa is where my cousins live (older-than-me and solid Trump). When our parents bought
land in the 70s, it  was a mile from the ocean, which means it’s only .5 now! When we all lived in
Jersey, my uncle (the most-saintly person I’ve ever known) upbraided one of his sons for using the
n-word in his house. He was happier than a pig-in-shit at our last reunion in Bucks County,
Pennsylvania, telling lies about Obama to in-laws who made money, rather than earn it. I can only
hope their offspring maintain the tolerant attitude their parents lack!

Hopefully, I won’t be reading about any of my cousins participating in some slaughter of true
Americans anytime soon.

(/user/Gwinn16)

[new]


Gwinn16 (/user/Gwinn16) Feb 19 · 02:19:06 PM (/comments/1634356/65575011#comment_65575011)

Recommended 0 times

Anybody can lie about the number of calls, the content, and the origin that they receive. It’s much
harder to ignore an avalanche of postcards. so don’t call, WRITE
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